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1 Verblackbeh . 
blac1~, aVior 









it's not the step into 
floorless space 
where wind packs a 
wallop of 50 miles per 
hour 
it' s not the israel 
kroop goggles 
which shrink faces or 
the uncertainty of 
an illusive drop 
zone 
but a good jump 
in good jumps touchdown 
is a jellyfish gently 
washing ashore or 
landings of 
eagles 





Your back is tum d 
as you lie cold, indifferent and unreachable. 
My blood boils like some molten poison. 
Your indifference cuts me open, 
my hot, sticky pain spills across the bed 
and soaks the sheets in anger. 
I go to the kitchen 
and the ritual of violence begins again. 
I fling a plate across the room 
and it shatters where the baseboard meets the wall . 
I take aim again and the pile of broken pieces grows. 
As I prepare to launch another the door burst open 
and 1a rn backhanded acros the mouth . 
My eyes flash red, 
the room pin , 
and I hurl my elf at you 
in blind and tupid rage. 
I'm thrown against the floor and held roughly down 
until our breathing ettles, and the bruises start to hurt. 
Then you kiss away my tears, 
a nd lift me up and hold m, close 
while l feel small, vul nerable and . uccessful. 
Karen Schaefer 
The Blackouts 
The blackou ts follow one after another. 
They are paced but unsure. 
We time them and then there is a hole. 
We crawl through 
discov ring ourselves in the morning. 
There is n sm only a hint, a matchbook, 
C ugge tion of pc •t 
you don't ren mb r. 
Ruthann Duffy 
Silent Afternoon 
I stand and watch the snow fall, 
thicker and thicker, 
covering the ugly spots, 
but hiding all that's good. 
I turn and look at you, pretending not to notice. 
I listen to the silence fall, 
thicker and thicker, 
until the sound of love is buried 
and only angry words remain, 
piercing, 
like dead trees in the snow. 
Marjorie Knutson 
Forgotten Love 
The labyrinths of Babylon 
Amidst the dripping pipes, 
Form a web of neon 
In hot and sweltering nights. 
Where the half-baked land is cursed, 
And the serpents run to hide 
From the hell the pavement greets 
And the glaring sun provides. 
The veil of light is lifted 
The dark resides alone, 
The moon's translucence falls 
To show a face of stone. 
Steven Parish 
A bullet striking metal 
-sweating, damp and naked, 
crumpled shirt sleeve flirting 
on the soporific breeze, 
swollen tongue spraying saliva, 
lips mouthing vagaries, fomenting 
the cult of Lady Minerva-
it's over. 
Hard to combine (come by, does that mean here?) 
or right-stationary, 
or thrown by 
(dethroned, another starts-concatenation) 
going, passerby, angling for open 
spaces. Specious, claustrophobic 
moment to come to. 
Including you. 
Sorry, but-
barely made, we reverse, 
the most 
same, ditto, wanting 
stabbing at dark cloths 
(indigo, maroon-delicate, slick 
leads to metamorphisis, you get, 
never get, the drift (flow)-(ing), 
ping charcoal's cold and the hands 
are caressing the soul and the daring 
terminating ping 
and sitting there merry 
ping along the placenta is here 
somehow also-gritty connection­
spirit it alone) 
while weaving limpid webs, 
the hourglass at remove, 
sapphire dermis 
possible, not probable, 
us, I mean you. -we're closed. 
Contort the mass 
to reduce the risk 
of electrocution, 
but (you get bent etc.)-
steely sanguine eye 
crosses blue, 
to face (scramble) the choice 
of being 
force fed Elysium in vitro 
in shadowy thickets. 
Todd A. Fry 
Maple Overpass 
Cem nt dust aero the railing on th overpa 
White ash and smoke rise from the rust seams 
And broken windows of a factory besid the tracks 
Ten new company driver through the front gates 
Sounding horns twice then once and twice again 
Men eat lunch in the union room 
Chicken breasts and thick spaghetti 
Steam curls from a red thermos cup 
A fan rustles bulletins on the cork board 
Unload a truck and up the ramp to dim 
Stockrooms marked boxes on boxes on dust 
Settled with the old rows of wood shelves 
Burlap bags of soil piled straight in comers 
One torn edge spills brown to the tile floor 
The ground falling in the dank warehouse 
The glass doors to the office 
Wiped clean and chrome handles 
To push and pull coming and going 
A man waits in the cool hallway 
Eyes lowered stem mouth and grip 
The bloated stacks smolder and grey 
Men carry helmets shirts slung over shoulder 
Walk off the dirt lot jump tracks under the overpass 
Next to the field cropped hard and dry like asphalt 
Khris Coolidge 
Coin and Blossom 
Red flowers in crisp white wrappers bloom 
Against the smudge grey sidewalk and overcoat 
He wears standing calling trade and selling 
On corners in streets pacing back and forth 
Through farmer markets to the fountain square 
Scattered with breeze trash and lunch groups 
Looking up from salads prodding leather purses 
Nodding listening to a deal and prices buying 
Living proof of local color a sight to see 
With baggy wrinkled pants dirt print shirt 
And thorn stems held by a pale calloused hand 
Tell us something we can take to our husbands 
That will last like roses in vases on tables 
Buildings cement walls and billboards 
Shadow black alleys and cramped corridors 
Beyond the glaze eyes of a leering vendor 
Who stumbles and mutters smelling of liquor 
Stoops to pick ragged petals littering curbs 
And drops his loose change into the sewers 
Come early morning vagrants dredge through 
Gutters and doorwells dragging stories in chains 
For blocks to be bantered about and bartered with 
Rise with the worms and leeches yawning in the mud 
Sludge still water beneath the old bridges pawning 
The catch in bait shops along the stagnant lake front 
Fashion characters from bolts and nails glass pieces 
Gathered from fire escapes stair cases and garbage bins 
Cardboard box counters set with models named and fabled 
And there is a foreign woman painting quick portraits 
Pointing to lean districts not found in tour guides 
When the roses are sold or the last one hangs 
Wilting in my lapel I will huddle with the pigeons 
On courthouse steps waiting for the office doors to open 
Flocking around the high pockets spreading bread crumbs 
We had hoped for scenes more like fine mints 
To stir in with cream and sweeten bitter coffee 
Better to keep pictures of statues at the theatre 
Bound in albums yellowed at the edges and fading 
Hand to mouth secured in a pouch pressed to his lips 
Bows thanks excuses himself and stutters table to table 
With a worn catch phrase and smile exchanging blossoms 
For silver seeds and the green of gardens grown elsewhere 
Khris Coolidge 
TankaXI 
Dinner without you 
Makes the spring lifeless to me, 
Even with flowers. 
The nights grow long in silence. 
The dawn follows me to bed. 
Dominoes 
The slap of dominoes 
On the kitchen table 
And the songs of challenge 
Top match the numbers 
Teach of time 
Sounded out 
Where time is all. 
Cinco De Mayo 
Santana blares out his own music, 
Not a corrido, 
From atop a Budweiser truck, 
Not a gazebo, 
While the Budweiser wagon 
Circles the park 
Amid vatos carrying 
Their own radios 
And wearing hairnets­
Cruising without cars. 




The Cutlery Brigade 
The knives hiss and salute 
From far across the kitchen. 
The little Nazis stand guard 
Over fat pots and charred little pans. 
The soldiers become the weapons, 
Falling into my Hitler hands. 
I've always had a fascination 
For the uniform: a real Mata-Hari. 
My dreams of sweet destruction 
Spill from the kitchen drawers: 
The soldiers are weapons themselves. 
I want to destroy, and nothing more. 
I want to carve and dissect 
With my soldiers, as Adolf did. 
The wall of knives stands mocking 
The Jewish spoons and coffee cups. 
When I am near those knives, I hiss, 
And want to make paper dolls to cut up. 
Rhonda C. Poynter 
Song of the Spinstress 
A spy in my own house! 
How sad! 
That would never do. 
I could never spend my lifetime 
Sweeping floors and dusting shades; 
Stumbling from a bald eyed sleep 
Every time a squall invades. 
I would always be asleep 
While live expected much, much more. 
I would spend my lifetime 
Carrying a pocketbook of war. 
Settled in for life! 
How drab! 
My mother had that sort of thing. 
She hunted up and down the hallways 
For signs of rumor and distrust. 
My father spent his time away; 
Their little house choked on its dust. 
Although they were apart, 
By rights, they had each other; 
Neither going in search of peace 
That might have been there with another. 
Never to be alone! 
How sad! 
That would never work. 
I could not spend my lifetime 
Worrying of our doseness: me and you. 
You look me up and down, 
As Hitler checked his Jews. 
You ask me, ask me, ask me, 
Love giving your words a wiley glow. 
0, no! 0, never, never! 
Mother said it's never so! 
Rhonda C. Poynter 
Twilight Al-lay 
Just little Light 
Urbane streets Shadow 
Static posing Creatures 
Traduced by Light 
Curtis B. Everson 
i don't like slow lingering moments 
or days that seem to last forever 
i want my life to flash by 
like so many diverse scenes spliced together 
into a movie played at double speed 
i want to drink too deeply 
of all the pleasures of this life now 
and to die young, 
i'm so afraid of growing old 
love has eluded 
my grasping fingers so long 
i haven't the energy left 
to go after it, 
even one more time 
so i sit around the house 
waiting for the phone to ring 
or else i dance through the night 
in a drug-induced illusion 
of happiness 
and i finally crash into bed 
to run and hide in my dreams 
i'm living as fast and as hard 
and as recklessly 
asiknowhow 
i'm so afraid of growing old 
alone 
Michael McCarty 
Take Me Where You Cry 
You swirl the purple and pink clouds with your pastels; you give them high, 
white, bulbous tops. You hinge them over a blue paper horizon. You stir the ocean 
with your fingertips, leaving your tiny print in the curl of the waves. The grey 
wave and th rocks ar committed to meet in a bank of mist. You point to a wave 
that ha a boiling whit cap; we watch it roll in again t the jagged-pumice break­
ers and my tify. You put an a 1and a pal tt in th vi w. 
You tak a gr y pa tel and scratch a agull into distant clouds. It is olitary. 
Its wings angle high. I list n for its cry. 
Between the rocks, you bring a beach that has sand and crowded, rippling saw­
grass. I can hear the settling tide and each frothed ebb. 
You erect a pier in the water that has high pilings and rotten-wood slats. 
You take my hand and walk with me onto the pier. Salt from your shoreline mist 
stings my lips. We lean over the railing and look into your ocean as the wind picks 
up and the clouds rise. You jump over the railing. You motion with your wrist; 
come in, you say. 
The water is warm. You grab my wrist and tug me down to the white sand bottom. 
You sit with your legs crossed, on the ocean floor. Kelp falls across your bare 
shoulders. Your hair flows long like the ribboned kelp. 
You take my hands and place them over your eyes. I can feel the warmth from 
your tears against my knuckles, in your warm ocean. 
We dry in the sea wind. You begin softening your brush between your fingers 
and fusing colors on your palette. You work with quick strokes. 
The place you paint is dimly lit . A glow framed by a rusty fire escape and two 
high, red brick walls lands on a cat lying on her side. She undulates; she whines. 
She lets out a low moan, and she births a wet ball of fur. She chews. 
You take my hand and walk me to the cat. Water trickles through the drain­
age seam in the center of the alley. The cat hunches at us. It startles and vanishes 
over some bent and grey garbage cans-a lid clatters to the cobblestones. 
You pick up the ball of fur. It hangs limp from your hand. 
You set the ball of fur in the seam of flowing water. The dim light catches 
in the wet fur; the ball of fur trembles. It cries. The mother comes from the end 
of the alley and lifts the kitten in its mouth. The cat looks at you for a moment 
with the kitten in her mouth. She disappears into the bright street. 
You crouch against the alley wall and cradle your head between your knees, I 
can see your tears gather on the moist cobblestones. 
You dig through a garbage can and find a crumpled piece of paper and a gnarled 
pencil. We are lucky, you say. You begin to draw, using only lines. Listen to 
the sound that the pencil makes as it skits across the paper, you say. 
A large hill appears on the paper. There are silhouettes of men-soldiers. I 
can hear artillery; I hear wild screams. 
You take my hand. I resist, but you yank me onto the battlefield. You push 
my head close to the ground. Bullets hiss over our heads; I can hear tanks in the 
rumbling soil. A line of men advances towards us-staggering, dividing. I want to 
run, but I can't move. You sit with your legs crossed. One of the soldiers draws 
his bayonet. You put your face in your hands. The soldier thrusts the blade into 
the side of your head. There is blood on the side of your neck, and your body 
twitches for an instant. The blood still flows. I stand up and scream, but the 
men walk right through me. I look down at your huddled flesh and ask, "Why didn't 
you tell me?" The blood pulses in wave . · 
The sea air is warm. I look at you cradling our newborn. His eyes closed, and 
hi hair is wet and shiny. I look at your pastels, as grains of sand drift into the 
box and cover them. 
Bill Thien 
Amy Goldman Koss 
Homecoming 
I am at the funeral wake of a woman l don't know. The husband is up front. I put out my hand 
and he take it in both of his as if he is accepting a gift in front of a large crowd. One side of his 
face i pink from scar-ti sue. I came becasue of my wife. he i kneeling be ide her mother on a 
little bench. I tand behind them. I follow them to the back of the room where there are empty chair . 
Over the heads I can ee the tops of bouquet of nowers. ln each corner an orange light flare 
out like a ,mall fire. The two w men in front of me are comparing di ea es. One has a bad toma h 
The other is recovering from urgery. They each have an elbow on the back of their chair a. if they 
arc including omeone in the backseat. 
Be ide me my wife whispers to my wife' mother, pointing at some people who have ju t come 
in. Her father is standing at the back of the room with hi brother . They are in a mall semi-circle 
with cigarettes in their hands, held loosely in front of them, talking ideways to each other. On one 
end is Andrew, the half-brother. He is chewing on the nail of his thumb. 
The crowd-noise changes. Up front the priest has entered. Two other men are wheeling a lectern 
in. The husband stands by himself at the front of the room as if he has prepared something to ay 
but has misplaced it. The crowd shifts around. Against the wall a woman in black pants with a cane 
leans forward around the organ. My wife swivels and looks at me. For a moment she hold onto 
the top of my hand. 
The priest is saying something. He has put out his cigarette. His voice is quiet and low as if he 
is talking to one person about something embarassing. I glance at my wife and her mother. The 
priest is telling a story about a women who takes a walk every night with an angel. Every night it 
gets later and later and the husband is worried. The priest leans forward over the lectern. One night 
it is so late the angel says it is closer to his house than hers and the woman goes with him instead 
of going home. The priest explains thi is how we should think of death. I look down at my watch 
on the inside of my wrist so my wife can't see. It's late. We drove all afternoon to be here when 
the wake started. She slept beside me in the front seat against the door, the shoulder-harness keeping 
her half-off the seat. 1 was tired too. The radio wasn't working so I made up songs and said them 
out-loud to myself. At the river l woke her up. 
The prie t has closed his small notebook. He announces that the family invite everyone to the 
sister's house for sandwiches. My wife's father comes to the end of the row. He says we should 
go in shifts. He and I will go first. 
In the car my wife's father doesn't say anything. The houses going by are mall quare things 
with a patch of gras in front and bu hes uder the window . t the sister' hou ewe go in the back. 
In the kitchen a women is taking a bowl out of the refrigerator. She unrolls the tinfoil and ays 
there i bread on the table and ham. We are the first ones there. In the living room the TV news 
is on and there is a table with desserts against the wall. Some boy is playing with a quarter on the 
floor. He is trying to make it roll on its edge on the carpet. My wife's father finishes eating half 
his sandwich and tells the boy he can make the quarter disappear. 
The boy says no. 
The father squats down and says What's the matter? Don't you think I can? 
No the boy says. His face is serious, his back flat against the couch. 
Gary Duehr 
IN THE STILL-VEX'D BERMOOTHES 
Randall sat beside the kidney shaped pool and watched the horizon bob up and down over the 
swimmers' heads. He sipped the rum concoction that the waitress had recommended for him and 
made a face. Too much grenadine or something, like laced fruit punch. Besides he could never take 
a drink seriously that was served in a plastic coconut. 
Because he had not yet delivered his lecture, none of the passengers stopped to say hello or to 
ask him questions about art or the meaning of life. It was an occupational hazard that he had eluded 
for the moment. He idly watched the Caribbean as it flashed around him and he tried to name its 
exact color. Blue, aquamarine, azure, sapphire, cerulean, no, that color they paint suburban 
California swimming pools. He had expected it to look more like the Mediterranean and was 
di appointed that it didn't. Ever since he had signed up as the cruise's guest lecturer on art, he'd 
freshened himself on memeories of the Mediterranean, thinking that it would be that way again. 
But the Caribbean islands, when they first appeared on the horizon, were just dark clumps of vegetation 
rising up from the blue. He missed the sparse craggy whiteness of Corfu where he d spent a summer 
when he was young. 
The light here was different from the Mediterranean, more humid, if light could be humid. The 
nearly naked bodies around him on the lounge chairs and the pool edges seemed like pieces of frying 
meat to him, oiled and glistening in the light, some turning to pink on this, the third day out. It 
seemed strange to be spending Christmas vacation this way, in heat and sun instead of snow. The 
tropical humidity was overpowering, and his flowered cotton shirt clung to him, but he would not 
take it off. He lately found himself embarrassed to be naked or even half naked in front of others. 
That, too, had started with Rachel, like much else. 
In middle age, he finally grew to feel some sympathy for all those models from his early years, 
forced to lie unclothed in uncomfortable poses in drafty studios. He used to tell them to feel relaxed 
because they were participating in the "great tradition of the nude," but he found that tradition 
to be of little comfort when he first stood before Rachel without his clothes on and read in her 
disappointed look just how old he really was, with tufts of gray hair sprouting from odd parts of 
his body, with his pectoral muscles starting to sag the way they do in middle age. 
It was Rachel for whom Jacob labored for fourteen years, was it not? He was young when he started. 
Randall had first seen her body in terms of triangles. She was, in the beginning anyway, just another 
geometric painter's problem to be worked out. So many curvilinear roughly triangular shapes and 
forms--the delta of her pubic hair, her triangular torso, her two arms held akimbo, her one leg bent 
up behind the other as she lay on her back on the couch. 
When Rachel first came to his studio and posed, he realized how difficult would be to freeze on 
canvas what he saw before him. A challenge, a problem. She was halfway between child and adult, 
the flesh was in transition, before the decline that would be brought on by the inevitable subtractive 
process of time. 
When a student, he and his friends had disdained the human figure, using it for compulsory figure 
drawing courses then abandoning it. It was a dead letter, a subject used up by generations of geniuses. 
It was exhausted, old fashioned, unmodern, even bourgeois, and so he purposely engineered his 
paintings to be the antitheses of human, stark and startling against austere gallery walls. 
Then, abruptly--or so it seemed to the critics--he had returned to the firure when he reached 
middle age. The art monthlies could not understand why. He hardly knew himself, except that abstract 
work had suddently ceased to satisfy, despite the moderate success he had with it. 
He decided to walk around the deck, leaving his coconut beside the canvas chair. 
He wondered where Rachel was spending her Christmas. He had seen her on campus only once 
since she had finally left him that fall. He had masochistically gone to the unversity's production 
of a Feydeau farce in which she had played the part of an ingenue. He had to leave at intermission 
for the butt of the three-act joke had been a middle-aged man who lusted after the young girl played 
by Rachel. The old graybeard ogled and drooled and fubbed his hands with rapacious desire every 
time she walked onstage. And every time she slapped him with her folded fan, the audience howled. 
Rache_l wore her hair in Second ~rnpire style for the part, all ringlets around her face. It hardly 
looked hke her at all. When t~ey li~ed together the previous year, she had worn only blue jeans 
and a whole ':ardrobe of T-shirts with slogans. In the mornings, she would stick her fingers into 
t~e n:iass_of ~hick bro~n h~ir that c_ascaded down her back and would draw it back behind her ears , 
b~n~m~ it with t~o twists mto a thick rope. Then she' d flip it up with one hand from her nape and 
pm 1t m place with a leather and wood barrette. 
. T~o middle-aged women were waddling_towards him in brightly flowered rnuu-muus. They wore 
1~ent1cal . traw hats that they must have picked up on their first stopover, and both of them gave 
him a qmck once-over fro~ beh1_nd their narrow sunglasses. He nodded uneasily as he pa sed them, 
un~ure whether the~ recogmz~d him or not. The crui e was filled with minor celebritie , a fir t novelist, 
a. mger who hadn t had a hit record m years, himself. He was certain the two ladie would be at 
his lecture and would almo t certainly take hi cour e in ketching to pass the time between i lands 
Beneath a canvas canopy, shaded from the sun, he stopped and sat in a deck chair to collect himself 
befor the ~alk. The titl~--"Whithe~ Modern Art?"--had been the cruise ocial director' . He cringed. 
Th~ honzon wa a d1 tant blue lme, barely vi ible, eparating ea from sky. On what eemed the 
very _nm of the world, he could make out one small island, like a black dot that seemed not to be 
~ovmg at all, though he knew the , hip was sailing as quickly a possible to take them from one 
island t_o the next. The effect of the sun, the brilliant sea and that little immobile dot soon became 
hypnotic and he closed his eyes briefly to rest them. 
He m~st have slept, for when he opened his eyes again, a young girl and a ship's officer in white 
duck umform, had materialized again~t the varnished rail in front of him and stood Io~king out 
to sea towards the bow. The young officer seemed to be pointing something out to her something 
that ~er haps lay beyond the horizon and that they would reach the following day. Th; officer--he 
was httle more than a boy really--spoke halting English and the girl nodded encouragement and tried 
to h_elp by supplying ~im with the words she thought he wanted to say . Randall had seen the girl 
at dmner, a rather plain type who always sat with her parents, but no\\ he was startled to see how 
close)~, fro~ that angle anyway, she resembled Rachel. Perhaps it was merely that she had done 
h~r hau up m a Fr~nch twist of the sort that Rachel used to wear. Many of the girls on the boat 
did that, to tan th~1r necks and to keep cool, but this one had done it precisely as Rachel had and 
even had a matchmg barrette to hold it in place. ' 
He was about to say something but held back. Other passengers sat around him on lounge chairs 
and the young couple ~eemed oblivious of him and probably assumed he was still sleeping. Ther~ 
was too much of the dirty old man in saying anything to her, he thought, and speaking might drive 
them a:,vay fro~ embarrassment. He wanted them to stay. They formed a tableau--the Sailor and 
the ~aiden. ~1th ~heir backs turned to him, they seemed almost chimera}, a metaphor starkly outlined 
agamst the ghttermg aqua of the sea and the darker blue of the sky. 
He was reminded agam of Rachel. 
"Oh ~e , " she said the day he interviewed her for the modelling job, "I want to be an actress, 
but not Just an actress, you understand, a truly great one.'' 
He paid little attention to what he was saying as his hand quickly sketched her with pencil though 
later, a~ter _she left, he had wondered whether anyone could be that young. ' 
. T?e hve-m arrangment had not even entered his mind at first. She seemed to show no interest 
m hi':°, merely ~ccepting her weekly modelling fee with a simple thanks. It was the night of the 
openmg that thmgs changed. 
The show opened at the_~ nive~sity's gallery and there was a small reception, with other faculty, 
the local newspaper art cnt1c, fnends and a few enemies. That sort of gathering. And she came, 
too, to see herself on the walls of a whole room full of protraits of herself. 
She was ~attered by the comments of the audience, and after the reception, a few friends ;eturned 
to the studio for an afterglow. She stayed on. 
It seemed odd to be there with her without a brush or pencil in his hand, without her sitting in 
a pose he had set. There was only one work light on, a bare bulb, and it threw the shadows of scat­
tered canvasses and easels against the walls in strange German Expressionist sorts of shapes. 
Rac~el now seemed so~eone else, not the young woman he had painted for so many weeks, and 
he ~eal1zed that he had missed something essential in her. She was usually stiff and formal when 
posmg. Now she was herself, and he thought of the canvasses in the gallery and realized that every 
one of them was missmg something vital. 
The next morning, she was still there. 
The campus gossip spread fairly quickly. Over coffee, passed with the cream and sugar, went the 
information that old Thorndyke was shacking up with a girl from the theater. He sensed that he 
had become a sort of walking joke, and it hurt him even more than he thought it would. He had 
been part of a similar arrangement years before and so should have been used to the kinds of looks 
he and Rachel got as they arrived at parties hand in hand . 
It was different, though, when he was the young one. Nell was his age when he knew her, and 
he was only a little older than Rachel at the time, fresh out of art school. 
Nell , broad-hipped, with salt-strewn black hair and a loud spontaneous laugh, took him in like 
a puppy when he arrived in the Village. She chain-smoked cigarets as she sculpted and held them 
like a Spaniard. She said--or had he imagined this--that she had some connection with the Spanish 
Civil War. She was of that generation anyway and had been in Spain near that time. When he finally 
went , she gave him no words of wisdom, only hastily scrawled address of an old friend of hers near 
Montparnasse, but when he arrived there no one had ever heard of the man. He must have left years 
before. 
Nell 's sculpture grew angry near the end of her life. He didn't understand the change in her. She 
spent hours railing against time and mortality and the gallery owners who took half the asking price 
for her work. And when he last saw her, as he passed through New York just before he took the 
job in Chicago, she seemed old and shrivelled to him. 
She couldn't afford an operation for her cataracts, and her hands worked like two blind spiders 
over the lump of clay in front of her. It was good she was a scupltor, he thought, not a painter. 
He didn't feel right offering her money, though his work had begun to sell and he could afford 
it. She refused to take it anyway. She had always been the giver, not him. The old always gave to 
the young. He understood that better now. 
He wondered if he had ever given anything to Rachel. He never could tell what she was thinking, 
what was going on inside. She seemed to give the illusion of motion even when she sat perfectly 
still. More than once he had accused her of changing position even when she swore she had not. 
Maybe it wa just her youth that seemed to elude him. 
Once when she was feeling philosophical, she stretched her arms towards the ceiling. "I'm going 
to have it all, Randall," she said. She'd just come from rehearsal and her leotard was sweaty with 
dark circles beneath the armpits. Even though she must have been fatigued, she couldn't lie still. 
She had the restless energy of youth and she honestly believed she could have it all, whatever she 
meant by "all." 
Randall looked at the young couple in front of him at the ship's rail. The sailor couldn't have 
been more than twenty-two. He was tanned and youthfully toned, and occasionally the girl would 
turn halfway around to catch a coy glimpse of him from the corner of her eye. They both were 
looking towards the horizon off the bow as the ship rolled gently on the blue Caribbean swells, as 
if they were looking into the future. Perhaps they want to grow older, he thought, that's why they 
look ahead while the older passengers stand on the fantail looking at the wake. 
" Am I too old for you, do you think?" he asked one time. "I mean, I'd understand if. .. " 
" Of course not , Randy," she said, quickly pecking him on the cheek, but she seemed vaguely 
disturbed the rest of that evening and before bed she rearranged all the plants . Perhaps she had never 
thought of it before. 
Two weeks later, she announced that she had auditioned for summer stock and had a chance to 
study at some university in North Dakota for the summer. Did he understand why she had to go, 
she wondered aloud, and then, before he could say anything, she answered herself. She was sure 
he did, being an artist himself and all, and it was then he finally sypathized with Nell and felt asham­
ed of how he had treated her. He remembered how she had sat there quietly when he announced 
that he simply had to get to Paris, that his very life depended on it. He thought he was being very 
bold, but it felt very callous now. She had looked shell-shocked, a little time-worn. The blue smoke 
from her cigaret curled up past her head and she said, without much emphasis, "Yes, of course, 
you have to go to Paris, Randall, but you won't find anything there. Of course, you don't believe that." 
He said nothing at all to Rachel. 
The first postcard, purchased from the campus bookstore, showed an aerial view of the school: 
Am working with Jerry Hobarth, the British director. He's done movies in England and studied 
at RADA. He's wonderful, as an artist, I mean. Miss you, really, Rachel. 
He knew from that short scribble the die was cast. Things were writ lm-ge between the widely 
spaced lines of Rachel's sprawling handwriting. 
For the first three weeks or so, cards came full of news, but full of blanks, too. Parts she bad 
gotten, classes in, how this Hobarth was coaching her on the side, such a help to her though she 
only had small parts, took such a personal interest, and blah, blah, blah. They were like the obligatory 
letters kids write home from camp, not revealing what he really wanted to know. 
Then, in late June, Rachel sent along a clipping from a local paper that showed herself and others 
in the company amending a movement class conducted by Hobarth. A circle was drawn around 
her head with superfluous and childish ME next to it. An arrow pointed to Hobarth. He was young 
and trim, with a dancer's body, not over thiry-two, with black hair that swooped down over his 
forehead dramatically. HIM she had written next to hie picture in pencil. HIM, what a primitive 
word, he thought. ME, HIM. Jane, Tarzan. 
Then there was nothing for the rest of the summer. He knew there would not be. He himself had 
never written to Nell until a full year later- nothing beyond a po tcard of the Eiffel Tower that co t 
only a few centimes. Finally, feeling nostalgic for New York, he sent her a letter from his Greek 
island. It was full of impersonal newsy stuff that neither needed nor expected an answer. He never 
thought before how she must have felt receiving it. It was so cold, so full of art theory, so empty 
of himself. 
When he first saw Rachel again, she looked a little older than she had at the beginning of the 
summer. She carried herself a little differently, with less spring in her step. Hobarth must have 
dropped her hard. That was inevitable. But she didn't come running back to him. She merely 
showed up at the door of his apartment one day with an empty suitcase to fetch her things. 
He asked why she was going, but, as he expected, she gave him some vague answer about her 
career and how she had to work without any distractions. Roughly the same answer be had given 
to Nell. 
"Besides," she finally added, as if it was merely an afterthought to her (perhaps it was), "You're 
older than I am, Randy." It was simple enough declarative sentence, but devastating. She left with 
her bag, holding it closed because it was overstuffed with things she had kept there. 
The sailor and the girl finally turned from the rail and walked past him. She really looked nothing 
like Rachel at all, despite her twist of hair. On her, it was just hair. Rachel's twist had always caused 
him trouble when he tried to paint or sketch it. It whorled like a vortex. He tried doing separate 
sketches of it, drawing it on paper alone and he found when he disembodied it that way, discon­
nected it form her head, it became almost abstract, the way electron microscope studies of common 
objects make them seem like alien worlds, seen clearly but by that very fact becoming something 
unknown. It had reminded him of the tangled liana vines outside an old friend's home in New Orleans, 
or of the climbing ladder of the DNA molecule, or of seaweed, or of rope, or of youth mysteriously 
suckled out of him, never to return. 
He arrived too late to see the Paris of legend. Nell must have known that. In the late '50's 
Montparnasse was only a parody of its heyday. He was able to see Alice B. Toklas a few years before 
she died, however. He had only intended to stand in front of the house where she lay bed-ridden, 
just to see the outside, as if it were a shrine. It was not the famous 27 Rue de Fleurus, of course. 
That was long gone. Gertrude had died long before, too, he knew, but he had heard that Alice was 
still alive. He wanted at least to see the house where she lay, this living link. He wouldn't have gone 
to the door except that he saw a drape move slightly on the upper floor. Hardly a flicker, but it 
ssemed to beckon. (He later realized it could not have been her.) 
The concierge was brusk, but disappeared upstairs with this bold young American's request. She 
came back a few moments later and admitted him, muttering in French. As he mounted the narrow 
stairs ot the room where she lay, he realized that he had prepared nothing to say to her. He thought 
briefly of the people she had known, lived among, all dead now, and he grew frightened and tongue­
tied. The concierge had pulled a black straighbacked chair up to the bedside and he sat down in 
it, his hands suddenly grown large on his knees. He knew he must look awkward and stiff, like a 
young Spanish suitor facing his fiance with a whole roomful of relatives and duennas present, listen­
ing. Up close, one did not mind Alice's homeliness. 
"I. . .I've come to see Gertrude's grave," he stammered and immediately felt how awful a 
comment it was. But she said nothing for a moment, only looked at him with those intense hawk's 
eyes that seemed undiminished by her illness, as though she had made peace with death. 
"But she's not buried here," she said simply. 
Shortly after, he left for the Greek islands. 
For a moment, it seemed his life had been a series of human betrayals and partings, harsh 
unfeeling leavetakings in pursuit of some ill-defined and unclear goal. Being young meant a 
discontent with everything present so that, flying from thing to thing, you ended up in later life with 
only a handful of air--or a pile of canvases that recorded lost opportunities. 
Yet, something was le(t behind, if only memory. There was always a residue, not like ashes but 
like the strong odor of an expensive perfume that from time to time spontaneously revives itself 
in a room. 
He glanced at his watch. It was time for his speech. He rose from the deck chair and headed for 
the lounge. The sun was high and hot, glancing off the brilliant water of the Caribbean in points 
that hurt his eyes. As he passed the lifeboats, he smelled the resins used to preserve the ropes that 
held them to the davits. The smell reminded him of the wild thyme that grew on the craggy hills 
of Corfu. 
Gary Eberle 
WAKE US AND WE DROWN 
1. 
"There are some things in nature that just don't belong there," my father said as he carried her 
upstairs and lowered her on the bed in the guestroom. My father slumped in his baggy fishing coat; 
my mother in her yellow housecoat stiffened like a pencil The sickish light from the lamp fell into 
the mermaid's hair, thick and gummed and greenish. The light lay on her shoulder like seaweed. 
I think my mother said that she smelled like a violin rotting in the rain. Back then nothing was 
predictable: words would jump out of nowhere. "Let her sleep," my father said. 
All the next day, after my mother gave her a sponge bath, the mermaid lounged on the couch. 
Immune to the grayish blur of the TV, she looked at us bewildered, smothered, her dreamy, vacant 
eyes like putty. I don't remember anyone speaking all afternoon. A terrible stillnes revolved around 
the mermaid's body while the TV muttered in low gray vowels. I had to see what she had seen . But 
that's the way things were. Fish: thin, slivery, tarnished; fat one like blue slipper ; black floppy 
ones like rubbers; tinny ones that floated past the Sunday paper folded up on a chair. 
My mother did not hum that day. Her patience, her reticence, instilled in me a kind of courage. 
I don't know what she fed the mermaid, but whatever it was turned into sleep. 
2. 
That Monday before my father went to work, he carried the mermaid down to the living room 
and arranged her on the couch. Propped with pillows, her fin dipped off the cushion, like the wing 
of an exhausted bird. 
I went to school but never told anyone what my father had found. I sat at my desk and watched 
the blackboard eraser sweep across the board taking with it the Civil War -- more thorough than 
Sherman. Atlanta rose into a cloud of white smoke. I thought of Southern ladies with huge fans 
sitting on big white porches. Yellow voile and hair that fell in wide curls. Back and forth -- the fan, 
the rocker -- the fan wiping out a green hill, the smell or jonquils, a Southern gentleman's face. 
But as the fan swept back, the hill and the flowers would reappear. But not the face. 
That's how I learned the capacity that things have for being there and the greater capacity for 
them to be wiped out. Chancellorsville. Vicksburg. Gettysburg. The Monitor. The Merrimac. Dates 
would rise and fall into white dusty puddles: 
April 12, 1860 
Sept. 17, 1862 
April 9, 1865 
May 20, 1961 
Time would collap e into white du ty pools. 
3. 
When my father returned home from work that evening, he carried ome boxe under hi arm _. 
" wim uit , •• he announced. And he a ked my mother to alter them. 
"What for?" my mother a ked. 
"That' the least I can do . Don' t you think I feel responsible?" 
After we ate my father asked my mother to knit a pillow in the hape of a hell. She reluctantly 
accepted. I was to cut construction paper mto fish. I uspended the grape and ora~ge and cadmiu~ 
fish from strings over the mermaid's bed. I had put in the eyes , huge black dots, with a black magic 
marker. And the black marker dried up before I had finished, so that some of the fish were blind, 
drifting lazily from their strings. My father contributed by painting the room a chilly blue. We worked 
all that week. When we were finished, my father stepped into the dorway, Proud. Isolated. Spots 
of blue paint on his hands and trousers as if he'd fallen into something icy. Knowing that there would 
be no reply, he never asked the mermaid what she thought of the room. I think my mother mumbled 
something about the piano we could not afford. . 
I suspected all my father's efforts would only sabotage his plans and actually work m reverse. 
I imagined the mermaid drifting in a huge, thick nostalgia for the sea. 
It was near the end of school, and I sat at my desk diagramming sentences. The loose-lea~ paper. 








"What next?" asked my mother. "Do you intend to flood her room, to flood the house?" 
So my father decided that an in-ground pool would be appropriate. And whil~ the ?1ermaid sli:ed 
through the blue waters of the pool, my mother went on vacuuming and preparmg dinners, ~akmg 
beds and folding laundry. I imagined that I saw suffering in her hands. She went on o~ser_v~ng the 
silent rutuals asociated with the ordinary life though they seemed to have less and less sigmficance. 
The routines began to lose their ability to order the day, to fill it wi~h meaning, ?urpose, r~solve. 
Because we could not afford a piano, my father gave my mother music books as gifts at Chnstmas, 
her birthday Mother's Day. Opening these books lifted my mother into another world, the dots 
floating like 'the lost eyes of the fish that had no eyes because a black magic marker had dried up. 
And whenever I'd ask my father about the circumstances of his finding the mermaid, whenever 
I'd approach him with why she had to stay, he would always respond with the same words. 
"There are some things in nature that just don't belong there." 
5. 
At night the mermaid, smelling slightly of chlorine, would stretch on the diving board with the solid 
stars overhead, with the liquid tars below. Then eventually my father would come to pick he up 
and carry her into the house. Puddles of water would form on the carpet from the aluminum flash 
of her fin. 
My father would carry her up the stairs while my mother read her music books, sometimes 
humming. While the rest of the house remained realatively unchanged, conservative with its dim, 
dull respectability, ju t above us this room shimmered in an erotic blue, paper fish swam in circles, 
and a mermaid dreamed of the bitter sea. 
It was in the middle of summer vacation, and the hou e was empty. The mermaid was in a loung 
chair by the side of the pool. I pa ed the guestroom door and decided to enter but had no reason 
to enter. I came acros her bathing uit like warm pools of jello: strawberry, orange, lime. 
I cut them into livers, slices of exotic fruit. 
That evening my father di covered the swimsuits but didn't get mad. He stood olemn and slumped; 
the order that he had tried to establish was crumbling. I looked into his eyes. They had fallen into 
something icy. 
6. 
During that entire summer we had fear of unexpected guests. Specially after the incident with Un­
cle Ralph. 
And suddenly I found myself drawn to the mermaid. Her mystery, the enigma of her origins, 
the mystery of her hair, the mystery of her eyes. Late in the summer I entered her room; she was 
sleeping. The whole room was alert to the tiniest breezes, to an openng door, to a draft through 
a window. One could not breathe without causing the room to spin. 
Her hips were plush and spongy. Her bottom half looked metallic like the color of an old watch, 
and yet it seemed soft, a petal, an ash. I put one hand on her breast. 
Do not wake up now. 
No. 
Not now. 
A warm slush shifted inside me. I felt a lightlessness. I could see what she had seen. 
I remembered after that incident with Uncle Ralph we were sitting around the faded picinic table, 
my mother, my father, myself. And my father said Uncle Ralph was not to return to the house. 
I didn't mind because I never cared for Uncle Ralph, his wobbly stomach, the cloud of cigar smoke 
that drifted through the livingroom and up the stairs. But I also remembered something I think my 
mother said. Something about the fear of unexpected guests. 
7. 
One day we woke up and memaid was gone. 
I returned to school in the fall where I again would have to sort through what had vanished and 
what would return. And again words would pile up; words would jump out of nowhere. 
We'd wake into a white morning or we'd wake into a black morning. Time kept going ·away. 
My mother returned with a fervor to reading her music books. She seldom mentioned the piano 
we could not afford. She hummed and hummed and hummed. 
Uncle Ralph remarried, but we weren't invited to the wedding. And my mother hummed. 
My father painted the mermaid's room black and cut out the eyes of the fish that had eyes; the 
others he left alone, and they shivered as if someone were breathing when the door was finally closed. 
Patrick Lawler 
EPIPHANIES RICHARD KOSTELANETZ 
Whereas one side of the wall was green and lively. 
One can be sure that my wish to sleep in peace, in uninterrupted peace, will 
















































The end ofthis story will remain unknown
 
 
Contrary to the stance 
of my feet, I am not
going out but coming 
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the other side was gray and depressing 
Returning home for the first 
time in two decades, she was 
continually surprised to dis­
cover that most of the people 
she heard on the streets were 
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The only politics true for an 
artist, the only politics "true to 
both his profession and his 
art, is individualist anarchism. 
while the third was red and truly scary. 
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Did you ever notice how confident in themselves young women look when they are driving 
trailer trucks? 
Art and Crime 
Patrick Graf 
There can be no denying the fact that a wide variety of social, political, and economic factors 
contirbute to the development of spectic art forms, acting as they do on the psyches of individual 
artists. War, famine, pillaging, and plague have all at one time or another played a signigicant role 
in the genesis of this or that artistic movement, as have unemployment, repressive governments, large 
bats of gin, gangrene, noxious gasses, and too much noise form the neighbors down the hall. Yet 
until quite recently, the importance of crime as a creative stimulant has been overlooked by all but 
the most iconoclastic critics. However, with the recent discovery that Michelangelo painted the Sistine 
Chapel as part of a plea-bargaining deal exonerating him of morals violations charges, and that Goya 
often rai ed bail for his boozed-up mother by sketching fiendish apparitions of all descriptions, the 
influence of crime on Western Art can no longer be ignored. (This i not to deny that cutthroat 
and thug have made their pre ence felt in the Oriental art world; the Hyusuki Gang, a roving band 
of ixteenth century Samurai potters, furnishes only one example of the profound interaction 
between Eastern visual media and socially reprehensible behavior; but in ultures where o much 
time mu t be spent rehearsing ritualistic uicides and thwartng monsoons, there are far fewer 
opportunites for artists to hang around with known crimials, and so the subject need be di cussed 
no further.) 
In her book, Dirtbal/s in Parnassus, Chastity Spitz points out that the relationship between crime 
and art often stems from the fact that many artists are themselves criminals. 
"Caravaggio was a bloodthirsty murderer, Holbein The Elder was scum, and it is generaly agreed 
that Vermeer would have knocked off his granny to raise the scratch for another liter of rotgut. 
Yet in seeking to pinpoint the connection between their art and their crimes, one must admit that 
individual acts of appaling malfeasance notwithstanding, painting was their consuming passion, 
lawbreaking little more than a hobby. Watteau, for example, only burgled on the weekend. If anyone 
came around in the middle of the week asking him to go out and knock over the Jc,cal boulangerie, 
he would holler down from his sixth-story atelier, 'Not now; I'm busy communing with my Muse. 
Try me again on Friday'." 
Spitz' insight is particularly relevant in the case of Caravaggio, who often claimed that he only 
got into the murder racket to take his mind off work. Similarly, Poussin hung up the spike forever 
after his parents gave him a new brush on his twenty-eighth birthday. In these instances, of course, 
the role of crime in the development of an artistic sensibility is entirely secondary; that is , the artist 
must choose between painting friends or raping strangers, between brush and bludgeon, palette and 
pistol; but once having made the socially responsible decision, his past offenses quickly fade from 
view, exerting no further influence on the genesis of specific works. But in other cases, it is the criminal 
behavior of those around the individual that causes him to mature in a particular way. Perhaps the 
best example of this phenomenon is Picasso's Cubist Period, during which the young Spaniard churned 
out literally thousands of portraits of women with three eyes and misplace noses, not because he 
was interested in bizarre structural innovations, but because that was the way his subjects-the 
girlfriends of a local mobster-actually looked. As Gustavo Doremi says in his book, The Pablo 
Picasso Nobody Knew Except Me, And A Couple ofFriends And Maybe The Janitor, and Gertrude 
Stein, "Mugsy d'Angouleme made that punk." 
Criminal assualts on modern artists have also contributed to a host of styles and movements, the 
bulk of which have proven aesthetically unsatisfying in the long run. No less a personage than Claude 
Monet once reported that a pack of pseudo-intellectual bank-robbers broke into his house on four 
separate occasions and forced him-at gun point-to stop painting the revolutionary water lilies 
he was working on and start drawing stupid little pictures of women with parasols and idiotic French 
businessmen out for a ride on the lake. 
"Don't blame me for that crap," he would often tell art critics who'd stop by the house to abuse 
him. "I hate it as much as you do." The story is frightfully similar to the dreadful experience of 
Odilon Redon who one night in 1873 was pounced upon by three Parisian hoods, dragged into an 
alley, brutally beaten, and given the following message from Hacksaw Henri, a mass murderer/sworn 
enemy of progressive trends in the visual arts: 
"This is Western Civilization's latest stage. It leaves town in the morning. You be on it." 
In yet another case, Paul Cezanne's dog was kidnapped one morning in 1901, the abductors 
leaving behind a note reading ''You paint one more picture of Mont Saint-Victoire and your dog'll 
look like Les Demoiselles d'A vignon." 
"See if I care," retorted Cezanne, in one of the most courageous examples of an artist standing 
up to criminal intimidation. (Actually, Picasso hadn't even started work on Les Demoiselles yet, 
so the Father of Modern Painting couldn't have the faintest idea what Sparky was being threatened 
with.) "That dog ought to be shot anyway." 
While most of these incidents reveal the operation of a low-level criminal intellegence (i.e., small­
time punks trying to hold up the march of civilization through a few choice whom pings and stomp­
ings), there are many cases in which the influence of organized crime can be detected. In her book, 
The Braque Only Picasso Knew, And Not Very Well, Vera Guttentag claims that Post-Impressionism 
(a.k .a. Pre-Modernism) was a direct outgrowth of a threat on the life of one of Vincent Van Gogh's 
loved ones by the French underworld . According to her, Van Gogh and Gauguin were sitting around 
one afternoon being depre sed when a rock with a note wrapped around it came flying through the 
window. It read: 
"If you ever want to ee Le Douanier­
Rou eau in one piece again, tart 
Po t-Impre sionism. Now." 
Signed, 
The Anti-Renoir League 
Van Gogh and Guaguin couldn't have cared less about what happened to Rousseau-they hardly 
knew him-and once having decided that the threat was really intended for Puvis de Chavannes, 
who lived next door, they put the matter out of their minds and re-submerged themselves in a dark 
aby s of ennui and incipient megalomania, but twenty minutes late another rock flew in. 
' 'Check that. If you ever want to ee 
your brother Theo alive again, etc. 
Sorry about the foul-up." 
Signed, 
The Same Gang 
The two men thought it was one of Degas' sick jokes, but when Theo hadn't tuned up by dinner, 
Van Gogh started to get very worried, pacing up and down and fiddling around with the cutlery 
until he finally worked up the gumption to ask Gauguin if he wouldn't mind staying over-night and 
helping him to achieve a significant rupture with the artistic sensibility of the previous two decades. 
"Anything for a pal," said his companion, and Post-Impressionism was in high gear by midnight. 
Sadly enough, criminal influence of this nature is by no means rare, overt physical coercion 
having played an important role in the lives of innumerable famous artist. Fragonard, for example, 
might have been a better craftsman had he not had his fingers broken on three separate occasions 
when he welshed on horse-racing bets. The same is true of Rembrandt, whose murky, somber 
canvases stemmed directly from a lifetime of poor vision, brought on by having sulphuric acid 
tossed in his face at the age of nine when he called a local pimp a faggot. But in many other cases 
the psychological obsession with crime proceeds from within the individual himself, and cannot be 
blamed on outsiders, this producing a frame of mind so decidedly unhealthy that the artist's ability 
to create provocative images in a compelling plastic idiom is seriously imperilled. Grunewald, so 
it would apear, would have evolved into a much more interesting painter had he not been a rapist; 
in his own words, all that extracurricular activity "sapped my creative juices." Bronzino lost fifteen 
years off his professional life because he had to do time for a bank job in Palermo. And·Ruisdael 
explained his precipitate decline from the heights of aesthetic excellence by saying that after he 
murdered his wife and model, Lisa of Pisa, he ''could never get anyone to work that cheap again.'' 
In purely visual terms, the influence of art on crime is profound, pervasive, and astonishingly 
obvious in an obtuse way. It has often been suggested that Picasso's famous bull's head sculpture 
was actually made for the bicycle seat that was all the theives left behind when they dismantled and 
stole his Schwinn three-speeder from in front of his chateau in the Loire Valley, but that the 
supposed "handles" used as bull's horns in the same sculpture were in reality two lengths of pipe 
he regularly carried around with him when walking through the seedier districts of Paris looking 
for materials and/or inspiration. French police once took Rodin's Balzac apart with crow bards because 
the suspected that the artist was hiding his jail bird brother-in-law inside the folds of the firure' s 
mantle (he was actually concealed in the trouser-leg of one of the Burghers of Calais.) Marcel Duchamp 
would sometimes disguise hot merchandise as conceptual artworks, and detectives would have to 
check the serial numbers on whole inventories of his exhibitions before he got the chance to fence 
his ill-gotten gains. These incidents notwithstanding, it is more often than not the symbolic delinea­
tion of criminal themes, the subconscious impact of the Illicit on the artist's work which most decisively 
illminates the curious interaction between two such widely divergent media for self-expres ion. The 
gun-metal tones in much of Tatlin's work perhaps derives from the fact that his father was a honcho 
for the KGB. Van Dyck's plangent reds cannot but be interpreted as a commemorative allusion to 
the blood shed by ju t about everyone he knew. Velasquez' figures are invariably dressed in black 
because they were usually on their way to or from some mobster' funeral, and could only queeze 
in the time for a itting while the hearse was being parked. Alway and everywhere, the dark and 
the deadly manifest them elves. 
In re ent timP the infulence of the criminal cla e on the arti tic world ha diminished greatlv. 
In part this i because most contemporary artists can afford guns, and try to stay out of sleazy 
neighborhoods after sundown. But there is another, equally important factor. Up-to-the-minute surveys 
comparing the realtive heights of artists and criminals reveal that while the average modern painter 
goes about 178 and stands about 5'8" (as opposed to 5'6" in the last century, though Toulouse­
Lautrec did throw the figures off quiet a bit), the average thug still hovers in the 5' 5", 143 lb. area. 
Because of this, it is less easy to muscle creative people around; in fact, there are now some legitimate 
grounds for concern that packs of brawny artists, prowling around the wharves, laying for 
unaccompanied hoodlums they can beat senseless in an effort to reedress old wrongs may one day 
force professional lawbreaker to flee major cultural centers and move to the country. Yet these are 
not the only reasons for the decline of crime as an aesthetic trend-setting force. There is more money 
in art than there is in senseless violence, and though the hours are long, the work is steady, and 
no one-save perhaps a few unregenerate Abstract Expressionists-has to lie to his family about 
what he does for a living. In consequence, individuals who in bygone era would have chosen a life 
of crime now go directly into the creativity business, and never cross paths with the law. It is also 
worth remembering that criminals garner a large portion of their income form the "protection" racket, 
and because it is much easier to extort money from small businessmen by threatening to burn their 
property, their children, or their faces than by threatening to burn Six Variations On The Sad, But 
Inevitable Disintegration OJ Five Trees In Dubrovnik, As Seen By A Cluster Of English Tourists, 
Project XIII, gangsters tend to shy away from the artistic world, realizing that even if they did go 
through with the treat to mutilate such a work, the painter would simply take the charred remains, 
spit on them, paste them back together, and fetch a good price for Seven Variations On The 
Metamorphosis Of Six Trees In Subotic, Substantially Disfigured by Ineffably Crass Social Pariah 
(And Certainly No Friends OfMine), As seen By Four Cypriot Bus Drivers, Project XIV. Pugs and 
mugs alike would wait a long time between paydays in an atmosphere such as this. 
By and large, the interrelationship of crime and art is a thing of the past. While certain artists 
will continue to have their teeth kicked in on the subway, this will be the exception rather than the 
rule, and many will find the experience viscerally refreshing. But for the most part, crime and art 
will go their separate ways, occasionally re-establishing contact in an alley somewhere, but more 
often than not trodding their own respective paths as sociocultural abberations. We should applaud 
this evolutionary parting of the ways, relieved that our artists need never again install burglar alarms 
in their triptyches, hire bodyguards to protect them from philistine torpedoes, or churn out cheap, 
derivative garbage at four o'clock in the morning to help spring Mom from the slammer. In a 
society such as this, such horrors need never occur again. 
SUGGESTED READING LIST 
Painter Among The Pederasts, by Peter Johns. The life of Gustave Moreau by a one-time purveyor 
who met the famous artist in Brussels, in the men's room of the train station where Verlaine 
shot Rimbaud. In fact, they met in the men's room of the train station while Verlaine was 
shooting Rimbuad, but as it was dark, and there was so much confusion, they didn't get to 
know each other very well. 
I Slew Bramante, by Alfonso Tuttibueno. A fascinating, if untrue acount of the brutal murder of 
Donato Bramante, who actually died in his sleep, by the man who would have liked to kill 
him, and who certainly gave it his best shot, but who could never get close enough to meet 
him, much less murder him, and who finally slew an innocent Early Renaissance baker 
instead. A robust chronicle of the explosive Floretine scene by a lifelong resident of Naples. 
Get Giotto!, by Fra Argento, the clerical dunner who vainly attempted to track down the great painter 
and scare him into paying his deliquent furniture bills by threatening to wreck hi credit rating. 
Ruckus In The Rue Rococo, by Donna Tello. It's sabre-rattling, swa hbuckling, hell-for-leather 
adventure when Chardin, Watteau, and Tieplo hit the highways looking for throat to slit and 
virgins to defile. 
Beloved Pointillist Crook, by Trish Bunshaft. The biography of eurat, arguably the bigge t 
con-man since Uccello, by the woman who got stuck with all hi bills, but who didn't really 
mind that much because he was such great company, and did such nice work around the 
kitchen, and died too young to run up any reallymassive debts. 
The Hogarth Hit, by Knuckles Kandinsky. The true, thrilling story of how Fracois Boucher hired 
two assassins to murder the great English painter because of a remark about his wife. By the 
author of The Castiglione Contract, The Ingres ldemnity, The Ernst Enigma, and The Bran­
cusi Brouhaha. 









"You're not real . You're a facade ." 
"What do you mean?" Henry asked . 
" You never touched me with feeling . I don' t think you touched me with feeling the fir t time 
we made love. Then l thought your di tance was caused by nervou ness. It probably wasn't. It 's 
like you're playing the part of they guy who's never ure of either his skill or his impression." 
Henry had wanted to ay that he wa playing a part--the part of keeping her interested in him. 
H e'd ju t mumbled . hri tine' heart had poken the truth, a truth often hinted at, and he' d tood 
there trying to block it out , babbling. Hi mind took him back to their meeting, a calculated chance 
affair . he'd found it irre i table burle que. He'd planned romance. 
He vi ited the re taurant regularly. It wa mall and quiet. Once he'd been eating when a woman 
flowed in, her head level, her walk provocatively natural. She'd stopped at the first empty booth, 
slid in, rested her elbows beside a shiny menu , and signaled the waiter. 
From his seat Henry saw the woman's slim hand and delicate fingers motion for the waiter . He 
saw her lively brown hair, silky blue dress, and her left eye that caught the overhead light and 
changed it to a sparkle. The waiter, a black suit palming a white pad, strode starchily to her. table. 
Henry watched her glossy lips as she ordered. The black suit strode away with her unused menu 
tucked under his arm. 
Henry glanced down at his steak and potato platter and envisioned himself entrancing the woman 
with his dinner converstation. He saw himself rising from his own table, patting his mouth with 
the maroon colored napkin, picking up his plate and glass, and walking casually to her booth . No, 
he thought. That would be too awkward. He'd just quietly pay his own check and slip over to her 
booth. Yes, he thought. That would be acceptable. Frustration struck him. He thought that just 
sitting down opposite her would be uncomfortable--an imposition on her. He would have to say 
something, perhaps about her dress, perhaps something funny. He thought of asking how she liked 
the restaurant's salad. He watced her fork the green leaves and red tomato chunks. No, he thought. 
Not witty enough. 
He continued watching her as his steak got rubbery cold. A vinegary leaf fell away from her fork 
and clung to her chin. He watched as she trid to vacuum it up. It fell further, into her blue lap. 
He watched as she wiped her chin and dress with a napkin. She looked around bashfully to see if 
anyone's stare could embarrass her and caught Henry averting his eyes. 
With his own fork he pretended interest in the pasty hill of potatoes on his plate, He pricked the 
potatoes and looked at the four tiny holes the prongs had made. He thought, a few quiet hours 
of planning will cure my diffidence. I'm a planner, but my cures seldom prepare me for the future. 
I never run up against the same situation. 
As he thought, Christine was leaving. He watched her. He decided to let her bother him throughout 
the night. Her naturalness, he thought, must be a conscious effort to make impressions on others . 
She must know that others are watching her. She ordered her salad as if she belonged, as if she 
knew what she wanted, as if she came to the restaurant often. Henry couldn't figure out how he'd 
missed her before. He chastised himself for not being a little more observant. Maybe he has seen 
her before. Maybe he had earlier decided that she was unattainable and had put her out of her mind. 
He couldn't get her out of his mind now. That night he stayed up rehearsing lines he couldn't trust 
to arbitrary dreams. He figured out anything she could say in reply to his lines and left no.room-­
wanted no room--to make impromtu responses. He'd probably bite his tongue and stutter or say 
something ridiculous. 
He sat in his car outside the restaurant the following day rolling memorized words off his tongue, 
increasing a sexy inflection or firming up a vocal tone. He cocked the rearview mirror to watch his 
facial expressions as he formed words. My eyebrows should lift when I say that, he thought. 
But she hadn't come. Not for lunch or dinner, and Henry had wasted an entire day of sick leave. 
His students probably got that cold, unimaginative bitch who taught everything from independent 
clauses to frog hops. He was sure she couldn't teach psychology worth a damn. She didn't teach 
the theories of behavior, the complexity of an exchange between two people, or the motivations of 
mankind. She never followed the plans he left when he had to be absent. He often wondered about 
that. What motivated people to discard plans? His wife had left him over three years ago and he 
had stayed with his plan to find a replacement. It was a preoccupation that would have embarrassed 
him had the single teachers he made passes at not pitied him. They not only pitied him; they con­
sidered him desperate. 
Christine came in the third day of his vigil. Having had to fi nally become familiar with the waiter, 
Henry gave him in tructions on serving his meal. He waited at an obscure table, waiting to signal 
the waiter when Christine entered the re taurant. He felt confident that today was the day she would 
be hi. 
She pu hed open the glas doors and walked to the same table she had at at three days ago. Henry 
ignaled the waiter and ordered steak, salad, and a side order of french-fries, reminding the waiter 
to serve the meal--he pointed--at the lady's table. He caught a sleeve and further reminded that 
timing wa e ential. Both dinner had to be served at the same itme, preferably from the same tray. 
The waiter protested briefly until Henry renewed his promi e of a bigger tip. 
After the waiter had disappeared into the kitchen, Henry reached into his jacket pocket, but thought 
better of smoking the cigarette. Instead he hid all but his eyes behind the menu he'd bought with 
his promise. The waiter's entrance would be his cue to rise, walk, and smoothly slide over the bench 
opposite Christine in the booth. 
The wait was long. He felt he wasn't in a cool, dim restaurant with darkly curtained windows, 
worn carpet, and wooden tables. He was in a desert where eternities passed and the dunes of time 
never revealed a black suited laggard. His stomach was a stagnant, poisoned oasis that boiled and 
refused to quench the smaller desert in his mouth. His nerves were shifting sands blowing into his 
twitching eyes. He knew that a stranded princess lie dying far away in the deceptive expanse of sand 
and lights. He had only to reach her and say the right words. People hung on words. They sybolized 
feelings. He could recite his lines with perfect feeling, it seemed, but still anticipated the fright that 
came with lack of confidence on opening night. 
But the woman was only on the other side of the room . He picked up a courtesy glass of water, 
tilted it to his lips, and gulped deeply to cool his wind swept throat. Through the bottom of the 
glass he saw an unmistakeable black suit swing the kitchen door open. The waiter's swiftness 
crinkled his trousers. He held a large serving tray in a open palm above his immaculate right shoulder. 
Two brown bowls with drippy cucumber slices peekmg from their rims crowded Henry's steak plat­
ter and side order. 
He's too fast, Henry worried. Be pushed his chair away from the tab1e a little too quickly, and 
stumbled over to Christine's booth a little less gracefully than planned. He arrived before the meal, 
silently cursing his sweat dampened trouser seat for not sliding smoothly over the vinyl cushion of 
the bench. Nothing seemed to be wor ·ing according to plan. 
The waiter's presence stifled Christine's surprise. Her eyes were inquisitive.The black suit tabled 
the tray and an extended hand placed the proper dishes before the proper appetites. Christine glanc­
ed into the waiter' blank face for an explanation but got none. The black suit moved away and 
Christine sat looking at the handsome, unabashed face of the man who had joined her. His nose 
was sharp and shiny, as if wrapped in a layer of cellophane. His square, uplifted chin, taut cheeks, 
and damp, glinting forehead held his face in mask-like proportion. She wondered as he nudged his 
french-fry dish toward her as if an admission fee for having invaded her personal haven. 
"I'm told they' re very good," he commented, making a feeble attack on his steak. 
"Who are you?" she asked, surpressing a giggle. 
"An admirer." 
"Of what?" she prompted. 
He choked inside. She played by a et of rules and a script he'd neither confirmed nor considered. 
"Of beautiful vegetarians," he came back. "I thought if I gave you somethig else to eat to occupy 
your time, I could condense my life into an informative li1i,crick 0!' omething. We might get to 
know each other a little better. I've seen you here before." 
"I come here occasionally. I find it kind of quiet. So, tell me a rhyme." 
"Huh? Oh. Something about my life ha to have some kind of rhyme, some kind of reason." 
"Are you always so open?" 
She asked too many questions, perhaps tote t him. He thought about coming right out with his 
feelings. He fir t had to make them up. What were his feelings? Hi guts hurt and his head 
pounded. But tho e were pain , not feeling , not emotions. He couldn't focus on anything but the 
line of dialogue running around in his head. Those were Lhe feelings he'd planned. He had no idea 
he would eem open. 
"Only if my openne tay ocially acceptable and my mouth i n't full of the e crinkle-cut frie ," 
he improvi ed ome line . "I uppo e my main intention i to enjoy your company and hope you 
can enjoy mine." 
"Well you don't have to give your food away, crazy," she joked. ''l'll tay and talk. ay, what's 
your name, anyhow?" 
"Henry. What' your ?" 
"Chri tine." 
His stomach mu cles relaxed, allowing hi mind to cope with the impres ion he was creating. They 
talked over the waning plate of french-fries plucked at during their pleasantries, and learned of each 
other's hobbies, interests, and availability. 
"I've known a few men, but never the right one." 
"I've known one woman. It turned out she wasn't the right one. We got a rlivorce." 
"I'm sorry. What do you do to take your mind off things like that--1 mean, things that aren't 
pleasant?" 
"Mostly, I think about my teaching. I'm a psychology teacher at Kettering/Fairmont High School. 
What do you do to take your mind off of finding wrong men?" 
"I study. Isn't that a coincidence? You teach and I study. I'm hoping to be a Zoologist--not a 
vegetarian,'' she laughed. 
Henry thought they were made for each other. He decided to play out his final lines. He reached 
across the table, placed two fingers under Christine's chin, and tilted her head so that their eyes 
met. Yes, he thought. She was ready. 
"I want to be your right man," he said. "Will you accept my gracious surrender?" 
A pause between the que tion and her answer was imperceptible. 
"Yes," she said with a seriousness Henry couldn't face. He never liked things to be so serious 
for very long. Humor always minimalized reality. He decided to play out lines once discarded as 
superfluous. 
"I will come peacefully, but there are a few condition you must consider." 
"How can you pos ibly ask for terms when you're urrendering?" he que tioned playfully. 
"Geneva Convention," he an wered. "I'd like toa t with my marmalade and water with my 
coffee, and I'll need your constant attention." 
"Surviellance purposes, I uppose?" 
Playing very well, Henry thought. 
"No. Loneline s is an inhumane punishment. It will be your duty to keep me happy." 
"Ohh," she implied of her compromised liberty. "And what will your duty be?" 
"To compliment you on the coffee, of course." 
Yes, Henry thought, hunched forward in his armchair. That performance two years ago had been 
one of his fine t. Hi fingers toyed ab ently with the coarse petals of odorless flowers that stood 
in a slender glas decanter on the tinted glass coffee table. Outside, turgid black clouds curtained 
the sky. Except for Christine's lingering presence, he was alone in the apartment. He could think 
about what went wrong. He could think about her words. He could think about hi own indeci ion. 
"I expect a denoument to everthing you say, but it never come . l don't know," she had thrown 
up her arms. "I wait for that real !110TT!ent. lt never comes either." 
She'd gra_5~e~ ~1i; sn-oulders, shook him, tried to bring him to life. 
''But. .. but," he had stammered. "I think I can understand how you feel," he'd completed in 
a blunder. 
"How can you empathize with anything? You're so wrapped up in your elf that you can't see 
anybody else." 
Then her voice had softened. She'd spoken into Henry•~ watering eyes. 
"If you could destroy your hiding places the way you do reality, the two may just balance out." 
Henry had always admired Christine's way with words. He couldn't match them at times. They 
sometimes left him without action. He didn't want to tell her what was in his heart and on his mind. 
He didn't want her to know what a bore he really was. Instead, he had tried to remember a scene 
he'd watched in a movie that showed the lady telling the guy why she was leaving. Two scenes had 
come to his mind. One had the guy slapping the deserter around a little, and the other had the guy 
shrugging it off, knowing the lady would come back. And while he'd been trying to think, Christine 
had gone. He didn't know if she were coming back. 
He sat in his chair hearing her words echo from the mahogany paneled walls. He knew the 
performance was over. He had shared only a reserved relationship with Christine. He'd always made 
sure each new day started with a witty or romantic remark devised during the night. For nearly two 
years each morning they'd both left--Christine to study animal bahavior and Henry to teach his 
textbook knowledge of human nature. They'd returned each evening with nothing much to say to 
one another; Henry could not plan every line for such a long period. Christine never talked unless 
she felt like it, and this made Henry feel communicatively impotent during their silences together. 
He had reached a loss of pretense. 
The drumming rain played a final solo on his roof and bowed offstage. His fury was clenched 
in his fists and veined in his eyes, and his mind knew only an often sub ued rage. He looked at 
the bright colors of the flower bouquet. Scooping it from the table, he hurled the decoration through 
a bay window. The waterbeaded pane shattered, spraying glass into the muddy earth. 
Rick Roush 
Amy Goldman Koss 
December's Boudoir 
The vague, amorphous atmosphere of a commercial jetliner either stifles or frees. The 
continuosly filtered air, fed to each of us through those strange little nozzles, the "restful" yet "cheer­
ful" colors, the ureality of the food and the attendants' personalities all combine to form a 
never-never land for one's mind. With nothing real, nothing tangible to hook to, the mind either 
disengages pleasantly and hums along with the plane or searches for somewhere else, something else, 
past or present with which to work. A woman's hat, specifically the shape of a woman's hat, reminds 
me of France, then the French, then Paris. Paris becomes the Rue St., Georges, and then my mind's 
eye moves nothward to Pigalle and Montmartre, to a boit, a bistro and thus I come to Becky, Rick 
and F. Scott Fitzgerald. 
One night after our regualr Monday meeting Becky and I stayed very late at Denny's. We were 
sitting in a booth for four instead of at one of the larger tables where the whole group would have 
usually sat, staking out its territory and defending it against invaders. Maybe fewer people had gone 
to Denny's that night or perhaps the group hadan't coalesced as it usually did. No matter; Becky 
and I were in a smaller booth and it was conductive to the kind of mental and emotional sharing 
which happens when two people are in the right moods at the same time. The doors are open enough 
to peek into each other's private apartments. Indeed, one is invited to do so. The talk ranged over 
a variety of subjects and never did we fail to find agreement and excitment at our agreement, for 
·it was real and never that sort of head-nodding, phony kind of which most friendships are made. 
Becky talked of her love of Laura Nyro and I responded with mine. Only she said "worship'' 
and I said "idolize." We talked of out lives as rebels when we both embrace the sixties and its 
movements with twenty-year old fervor. She had joined a parade, a march as we said then, and only 
found out later that they were taking over a building at Columbia. I brought a picnic lunch to a 
demonstartion, we called it a moratorium, and just as coincidentally found out we were taking over 
the Naval R.O.T.C. building. 
Some scents, certain words, someties colors, and surely music can bring back whole pieces of the 
past for me in an almost visceral way. Every few minutes one of us would remember a snippet of 
a Nyro song. Beloved, worshipped Laura. " ... kisses from you in the flames of December's 
boudoir ..." Our talk moved on from the sixties through books, paintings and their makers, New 
York, to settle finally on Gertrude Stein, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and Paris in the twenties, with only 
Laura as a constant. 
With us in the booth was our friend, Rick. Twenty-two and enthralled by our reminiscences of 
the sixties, our shared love of Laura and Getrude, he was, in truth, entralled by us. Our lives of 
fifteen years ago were history to him. For us that night they hovered near enough to be almost touched, 
but never near enough to be firmly grasped. Stein was figure in a cartoon feature in The Advocate 
to Rick and to hear her brought to life was exciting. Exciting for him and for her reincarnators. 
Like most who open the doors a bit wider than usual, Becky and I needed to stop after awhile 
to draw back, to regroup for Dayton, Denny's, and 1983. The energy needed to recreate both the 
sixties and the twenties, even if only for three, is prodigous. We needed a rest. But Rick was still 
interested, still wanting to get a better grasp, a "feel" for Stein and Paris in the twenties. After 
we had left the restaurant, on my way home I suddenly thought that the best way to acquaint 
someone with a period is to show him what was painted then, let him hear what was sung, and best 
of all, read what was written at the time. Now to start a young twenty-two-year old off with 
Gertrude Stein would be too much, too off-putting, but what about that most beautiful book Tender 
is the Night? This, I told myself, was the perfect choice. 
I presented him with my copy the next Monday and went home feeling not too much like the 
literary Salvation Army, but with a distinct undertone not that much removed from it either. Two 
weeks later he returned the book unread. It was, he told me, like a movie that he might have idly 
watched on television at three in the morning. Five pages of text was all he could read. I was carry­
ing a copy of Joan Didion's Slouching Towards Bethlehem and he began to read the blurb on the 
back. Stimulated by the words "Haight-Ashbury" he said that he thought he would like this book 
better. Maybe the sixties would be easier to grasp, although to me then and to me now they seem 
more elusive, more ephmeral than Scott and Zelda, Gertrude and Alice and all the rest. I'm not 
sure why I remember and recount this, except that it seemed at the time to say more than one thing 
to me, and does so now. 
" ... kisses from you I'll remember, kisses from you in the flames of December's boudoir ... " 
Charles Irvine 
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Illustration by Robert La ndrv 
Bev and Babs were twins, to everyone's surprise. Neither one was perfect, although each one 
really tried. Their parents loved them dutifully and gave them every toy. Bev they claimed to be 
their pride and Babs to be their joy. 
The Vosmeier home sat atop the highest hill in Sinclair County. Mr. Vosmeier had had the hill 
surveyed just so he could know for sure that his hill was the highest, just as he knew for sure that 
his farm was the biggest and the richest. But most people didn't know that the Vosmeiers were so 
high and mighty because Mrs. Vosmeier was a humble woman. She convinced her husband to give 
much of their money to poor relatives, of which there quite a few in 19 states. 
The Vosmeiers had only two children to support, and they did so more than adequately. They 
were happy to give their daughters what they wanted, although lately Mr. Vosmeier had been ay­
ing, "Those girls are poiled." He was vexed simply because he had heard them arguing, throwing 
thing , and slamming doors. Mr . Vosmeier came to their defense, as she always did, being uch 
a good and humble woman . She said, "They're just normal red-white-and-blue blooded girl . " 
But Mr. and Mrs. Vosmeier had long known that there was something a tiny bit peculiar about 
their twin daughters. Their first clue came on the girl ' third Christmas. Babs got up early and took 
every ribbon and bow from every package under the tree. She wound them around her arms and 
legs and neck, between her toes, and over her ears . She stuck a bow over each flat breast and one 
on her crotch. Then she woke the house with her giggles . Her sister Bev, however, was quite undone­
-no ribbons and no restraint. She spent the holiday yelling "Babs is a. heathen." Those were her 
very words. She also told Babs, " Straighten up and fly right," and she demanded that Babs return 
the ribbons to their "rightful" boxes. 
At the time, all this seemed delightfully amazing to Mr. and Mrs. Vosmeier. They used up a roll 
of 24 shots, taking pictures of Babs in her bows. And they applauded, loud and long, each time 
Bev domonstrated her remarkable vocabulary. It occurred to them that the girls were not a great 
deal alike and that their differences might cause little problems now and then. But they vowed to 
let each become her own person . An Einstein and a Michelangelo was what they figured on . 
But now when they remembered the Christmas, they wondered if they perhaps had made a mistake 
using a whole roll of film and clapping each and every time. They couldn't be sure. But they had 
one definite thought. They whispered it to one another in the privacy of their bed, the kind of truth 
only mates can fully grasp and relish . As Mr. Vosmeier put it, "They're seniors now and soon out 
of the house!" 
One September evening, Bev Vosmeier sat at her tidy desk in her tidy room, organizing her 
homework for the night and stacking her books accordingly: English Literature, Physics , 
International Relations, Accounting, Modern Music. She smiled smugly, for she knew for a fact 
that the stack was a full one an three-eights inches higher than last year's. Opening the first, heavy 
text and holding it in one palm, she began reading aloud the medieval morality play, Everyman. 
She spoke with the sensiti ity of a four-star general addressing the ranks. 
I pray you all give your audience, 
And hear this matter with reverence, 
By figure a moral play. 
The Summoning of Everyman called it is, 
That of our lives and ending shows 
How transitory we be all day. 
Down the hall in a room plastered with posters and piled with records. Babs Vosmeier listened 
to rock-n-roll on her stereo. Her books were unneatly stacked in her locker at school. With one arm 
bending from her waist out to the side and five fingers tickling the air and the other arm flailing 
at her stomach, she played her imaginary guitar. Her voice had all the power and control she had 
developed after hours of practicing and performing with the Morgan High School Singers and the 
Methodist Church Choir. With perfect diction and unreserved passion, she sang in a style 
distinctly her own. 
Bee-bop, doo-wop, 
Sh-boom, boom, da, da, de, 
Body pains and teenage brains, 
But I ain't afraid of me, 
Dada de, 
Yeah, yeah. 
Babs' door flew open. Bev entered, shouting, "Must you carry on like an idiot?" 
"You didn't knock," Babs protested. 
"So what," Bev told her. "You show me no respect while rm trying to study." 
"Oh I Your excellancy, I didn't know. How truly terrible of me to think of enjoying a little music 
in my own room.' 
"Music?! That garbage? It's silly. Juvenile." 
"And I suppose those sad singers you listen to when you allow yourself some fun, I suppose those 
cry babies are you idea of maturity?'' 
"They're certainly more mature than you are blasting the house, creaming, 'l ain't afaid of me'." 
"I'm only expressing myself. It's true, don't you see. I'm not afraid. I like me." 
"So what, Weirdo?" 
"So a lot, Miss Priss." 
Babs said, "You're so out of it, you don't even care about the Jackson Browne concert." 
Said Bev, "You're so stupid that you've lived with me for 18 years, and you still don't know that 
I recognize good music when I hear it. The truth is I've already purchased my ticket." 
"You have not! Prove it!" 
"Oh, I don't have to prove anything to you, Air Head." 
"Yeah?" Babs looked away and thought hard. "Well, maybe I am a little cloudy sometimes, but 
that beats being like you, you bookurbator." 
Bev sneered at her. "You're a joke, an imbecilic buffoon." 
''That beats being a bo-o-re.'' 
Turning slightly charteuse, Bev said, "You make me sick." 
"Likewise, I'm sure," siad Babs, and she shot her finger to her nose and flipped it at Bev. 
Bev and Babs were twins, to everyone's surprise. Neither one was perfect, although each one 
really tried. Their parents loved them dutifully and gave them every toy. Bev they claimed to be 
their pride and Babs to be their joy. 
The Vosmeier family sat down for dinner at their round oak table which was carefully set with 
matching pottery and utensils and abundantly laden with well-balanced foods. 
"How was your day today, Daddy?" Babs asked, passing him the potatoes. 
"It was fine," he said. "A good day's work." 
"And you Mom?" Babs asked. "Have a nice day?" 
"Yes. Quite nice,"Mrs. Vosmeier answered. 
"And how about you, Bev?" Babs continued. "How was your day?" 
"All right, thank you." She smiled. "l got an 'A' on my first Physics quiz." 
"Hey, that's great,'' Babs said. "l haven't gotten any grades yet." She laughed. "I probably won't 
see a single 'A' all year. Never do." 
Mrs. Vosmeier reached over an patted Babs' knee. "We can't all be scholars, dear." 
They all chewed a while. 
Bev and Babs looked across the table at each other, in the very same manner used by big shots 
making big, silent plans. Partners in card games have also been knon to use this look, as well as 
strangers who are contemplating copulation. The look asked, "Can we score?" 
Then Babs said, "Guess what? There's going to be this really great rock concert that I want to 
go to so much. It's one of my favorite muscians. Even my Modern Music teacher likes him. She 
played him in class. I have two of his albums, and he really is great. I know his lyrics by heart. 
Oh, I can't wait to see him." 
"Hold on," Mr. Vosmeier said. "Tell us the deatils. Where will this concert be held?" 
Well, ah, at the Coliseum in Cincinnati." 
"That's much too far for you to drive." He said, "You don't need to be out on the highway 
at night with a bunch of crazy kids. And you don't need to have your ears damaged by that noise 
you call music." 
Babs fell silent to gather her thoughts. Her parents rarely said no. She gave Bev a second look, 
another used by big shots, card players, and copulation contemplators. This look said, "It's your 
move.'' 
'' l think you should let her go," Bev said. "In fact, I want to go too. We'll be leaving home before 
long, and we need to know what it's like out on our own. That includes driving on the highway 
late at night. What's more, there's been no proof--no conclusive, cientific proof--that hearing damage 
takes place at rock concerts. And besides, the musician we want to hear writes significant lyrics. 
I want to hear him in person." For additional impact, she added, "It may be the only rock concert 
I'll ever attend.'' 
Said Mrs. Vosmeier, "Oh, you'll have plenty of chances, dear, when you go to college and socialize 
more.'' 
"I don't know that," Bev said. "The future is unpredicatble." 
"That it is," Mr. Vosmeier said. "That it is." 
Then Babs pleaded the cause and Bev argued the case, even more eagerly than before. Like vultures 
on a corpse, they picked the meat from the once vital question until there was no question left at 
all, only unburied bones. 
"All right, you can go," Mr. Vosmeier said. But his will had not been devoured. "You can_ go 
if you agree to go together." He twitched his lip at his wife, and she fluttered her eyebrows at h1m, 
as they exchanged a hope for unity. 
"Together?" said Bev. 
"Together?" said Babs. 
"Together," said their parents. 
The way the younger eyes had met before was entirely impossible now. They could only see each 
other's caked mascara, oily noses, and teenage acne, and each other's expressions of nausea. 
Babs said, "No way, Jose." 
Bev said, "Not for all the oil in Iran.'' 
"Who wants to go anywhere with a square," said Babs. 
"I wouldn't be caught dead with a 'head'," said Bev. 
"Stop it. Stop it at once," Mr. Vosmeier ordered. "How many times must I tell you that I do 
not want to hear it!'' 
"I'm sorry," they both declared and added, "I'm going to my room." . 
Bev was the first out of the kitchen, but Babs caught up at the foot of the stam. Slowly, they 
climbed, stealing quick glances of one another. At the top of the stairs, they paused before entering 
the hallway to their rooms. Normally, they turned immediately, Bev to the right and Babs to the 
left, and the hall became their buffer zone. Not so this night. 
Babs said, "They'll let us go, don't you think?" 
"Of course. We were very convincing." 
"I mean, they won't make us go together?'' 
"No. They know better than that." 
"Yeah. Well, are you going all by yourself?" 
"I imagine so." Bev stared at her sister. 
Babs said, "Maybe we should go together. It would be a trip seeing you at a rock concer~." 
These words were said sincerely, for nothing would have pleased Babs more than to see her sister 
get high, get funky, and get down. She thought, That would be worth a billi~n laug~s, better_than 
all the episodes of Saturday Night Live combined, almost. Bev, however, did not hke the grm on 
her sister's face. Furthermore, she thought Babs was contumelious, chimerical, and non compos 
mentis. 
So Bev said, "Why don't you learn to keep your mouth shut?" 
And Babs of course said, "Why don't you?" 
With all the power of a 21 gun slaute, Bev fired her toungue at Babs--all stiff and pink and pointed. 
Babs had an appropirate response, and she did not hesitate to u e it. She flipped up her right arm 
and second finger--poke, poke, poke--at Bev. 
Since hostility wa once again clearly re tared, all trace of their covert alignment were quickly 
sup_pres ed. They marched to their appropriate ides of the DMZ and slammed their doors to ignify 
their strength. And each in the olitude of her own territory reli hed the thought of battle well fought. 
Bev and Babs were twin , to everyone' urpri e. Neither one wa perfect, although each one 
rea~ly tr_ied. Their parents loved them dutifully and gave them every toy. Bev they claimed to be 




"I'm sorry Mr. Rosenburg ... there was nothing we could do," said the doctor sadly. 
The words rang in David's ear like bad a soap-opera hospital scene. It seemed unreal .. .like a dream. 
Half-an-hour ago she had been alive, vibrant; now his wife was gone. 
By some miracle he'd been thrown clear of the car, but she had gone over the cliff with their 
demolished auto. 
"Goddamn...drunks ..." he muttered in helpless anger. 
He should have never gone to his friend's Christmas party. He should have stayed home ... he should 
have stayed home! 
"Mr. Rosenburg," said the emergency room doctor softly, "Do you have any friend or family 
living in the area where you could spend the night?" 
"No," aid David slowly, "we were ... just passing through ... from a Christmas party." 
De pite his tremendous lo s, David noticed how realtively calm he wa acting. As yet he hadn't 
even cried. "How can I be so calm about this," he asked himself. "She's dead ... she's dead." They 
had been married only six months. "Why can't I cry ... what's the matter with me?" 
"We can make arangements for you to spend the night somewhere nearby," said the doctor. 
"Thank-you," replied David, half listening as he tried to understand the numbness that washed 
over him. 
"Why can't I feel anything?" 
He searched for the answer. He blamed himself for taking her to that stupid party. "We don't 
even believe in Christmas." It was an ironic fact. 
"Maybe that was the problem," he thought, "not being religious, yes... that had to be it. .. " He 
grasped at reasons as a drowning man grasps for a life preserver. 
"Would you like a priest or minister?" asked the doctor gently, taking David by the shoulder 
to steady him. The words smashed into him like a powerful hammer blow. 
"What good whould that do now?" he thought angrily. 
"We've got several chaplains who might be of help." 
David wasn't listening. "Honey, you're on the wrong side of the road." 
"No I'm not. .. Oh my God ... !" 
"David, He's in our lane...No ... God ... No!" 
David shook his head violently trying to shake away the image. His body trembled. Yet something 
held back his grief. He felt the urge to run away as waves pounded him against the rocks. He wanted 
to cry but he couldn't. "What's wrong with me," he moaned. 
When he could stand the cold of the snowy Christmas eve no longer, he re-entered the hospital 
and wandered aimlessly down the quiet, dimly lit corridors. Surprisingly, no one stopped him. "Maybe 
becau e it's Christmas Eve," he thought. 
He lost track of time as he relived the first time he met her. The first time he kissed her. .the 
wedding .. the tender moments of their honeymoon. The first fight..over leaving a coat on the back 
of a chair of all things. The first time they made up, a peace treaty of passionate kisses and tearful 
appologies as fish burned in the skillet. He remembered the time she tried to fix their toaster and 
somehow blew all the circuit breakers in the apartment complex ... 
David found that most of the things he remembered weren't the best or worst things ... but the 
silly ones. He smiled again as he saw that sad, puppy dog look in her huge brown eyes when she 
found out what she had done. She was so embarrassed at what had happened that it took three days 
to get her to leave the flat. .. afraid everyone knew... though he and the understanding landlord saw 
to it that no one ever did ... 
"Merry Christmas," said a tall blonde nurse wearing a small Santa Claus pin next to her RN badge. 
He returned what he knew must be a pitiful smile. 
"Merry Christmas," he replied sullenly and moved on. 
As he was walking down the pediatrics corridor, he continued to blame himself for taking her 
to the party. As he passed a room, lit only by a small, pitiful, fake Christmas tree sitting on a 
nightstand, he heard children's voices. 
"Maybe Daddy's car broke down ... or the weather has got worse." David stopped. He hadn't 
realized how quiet it had been 'till the young girl's voice broke the stillness. It came from the room 
with the little white tree. He heard the stifled sobs of a little boy then the girl's voice trying to com­
fort him. 
"It'll be all right...you'll see... !" 
Though her voice fought for control, David could detect panic in her voice as well. 
"Daddy will be all right..." 
For some unknown reason he felt drawn by their voices. He walked slowly and self­
consciously...feeling a little foolish ... into their room. 
"Daddy!'' cried out the excited voice of the small blond haired boy. A small child of 5 or 6 rolled 
over and sat up ... though both small legs bore ugly casts. His straw colored hair curved down a 
gentle, angular face into large ice-blue eyes that were full of tears. His small companion, a slender 
11 or 12 year old girl with her brother's eyes and long brown hair sat beside him. She looked up 
at him with a square jaw tightly set against her anguish, and a mall pretty nose, red from crying. 
"Nol" said David shyly, not even sure why he was here, invading the grief of two small children. 
As his eyes adjusted to the dim light of the Christmas tree, he noticed the girl had a bandage wound 
about her head, partly obscured by her thick crown of hair. 
A tense silence passed between them. David started to leave, feeling completely foolish when the 
little girl spoke in a soft voice. 
"What's wrong mister?" 
The little boy sniffled and rubbed his nose with his hand and said, "Did you lose your Mommy, 
too?" 
A lump that almost choked him formed in David's throat. The grief inside :;tarted to rise...then 
nothing .. .it couldn't. Something held it back. Finally he spoke. 
"Not my Mommy ... my wife." 
"Gee... we're sorry," said the little girl softly with total empathy. 
David took a seat in the soft cushioned chair next to the pitiful tree, across from the bed where 
the two small children sat. 
"My name,"said the little boy courteously, "is Eric O'Brian." 
"I'm his sister Alia." 
David introduced himself. For a second he gazed out the window at the stars ... hard crystal 
diamond on black velvet that looked down upon man without pity. He could hear the faint sound 
of traffic five stories below ... muffled by the new fallen snow. He turned his eyes back toward the 
children...who returned his gaze curiously. Eric used his little fingers to move wisps of errant blond 
hair from tear streaked eyes. Alia was doing her best to be stoic ... so called grown up. 
"Why don't they play some Christmas Carols on the intercom?" asked Alia, both in an attempt 
to initiate conversation, and as a legitimate concern. 
"If Daddy were here...he would sing us Christmas songs," cried Eric softly. 
''Remember how Mommy and Daddy would sing us Christmas carols before we went to bed on 
Christmas eve ... how we always left Santa a snack... 11 reminisced Alia, soft brown hair hiding doe­
like eyes misty with memories. 
"Yes ... Yes... " 
"Remember how Mommy used to sneak and let us open a gift on Christmas Eve ... before candle 
light service ... 11 
"Yes ... " 
Eric nodded and turned to David, "Did your Mommy and Daddy sing you Christmas songs when 
you were little?" 
David turned his head slowly. 
"Gee, how horrible," said Alia, indignant that any child should have to suffer such a terrible fate. 
''Why?'' asked Eric, finally letting his curiosity about the stanger override his grief. 
David was silent for a moment. Then he said quietly, "I know some Christmas songs ... would 
you like me to sing you a few?" 
Both children gave supressed cries of joy. 
"Please Mr ... Rosen ... burg .. .it's so quiet up here .. and it might help Eric." 
''David cleared his throat which made Eric giggle and began to softly sing, "Silent Night.. .Holy 
Night... all is calm...all is bright... 11
The children watched him transfixed. Eric especially. They soon were singing along, adding their 
sweet tenor voices to his deep bassy one. Time quickly lost its meaning c1:, they lost themselves in 
their songs and each other. 
"If she had lived ... in a few years ... we'd have had little ones also," he reflected. 
When they finished they asked him to sing "Jingle Bells." He sang it. 
"Let's sing 'It Came Upon a Midnight Clear'," asked Alia cheerfully. David didn't know this 
one so he followed Alia for a few bars before he took the lead again. Alia stood up and tugged 
at David's arms till he surrendered and moved over on the bed between the two children. They sang 
"Little Drummer Boy' and 'Over The River.' With the children curled up beside him they continued 
to sing quietly but joyfully. David was quite surprised at his repetoire of Christmas songs. 
The world consisted of him and the two small bundles tht pressed themselves close to him. Somehow 
they were helping each other bear the unbearable. 
Alia tugged on his arm again and began to sing 'Silent Night' again. Then he heard shoes clicking 
on the hard white tile and a tall white form invaded their little world. 
"Mr. Rosenburg .. .it that you? Are you all right?" said the RN with the Santa Claus pin. 
"Yes," said David slowly, a little nervous. 
"We're sorry about... in the Emergency Room ... we didn't know you ... that you were ... " 
David interrupted quickly to ease her guilt, "You didn't have any way of knowing... l was never 
that religious anyway ... '' 
"Were you here all this time...singing to Alia and Eric?" 
David nodded shyly as the two little bundles dug to him unwilling to let go. ''I just needed... some 
time ... " 
The RN smiled, whispering near David's ear, "You really helped the children. Their mother was 
killed in a traffic accident 2 days ago as she was going to the store to Christmas shop .. they were 
with ... her ... when ... " 
David felt the sting of tears in his eyes as he gazed at Alia and Eric. 
"Their father was due to fly in from Guam today but the weather out west has been holding him up.'' 
"Plese don't go," they begged, clutching his arms. 
"Don't worry ... it'll be all right ...your father called 20 minutes ago ... he'll be here in a few minutes." 
"Please don't go Mr. Rosenburg ... you can meet Daddy..you'd like him a lot!" they cried. 
David felt a tremble pass through him as he looked into the grief filled eyes, and in them he saw 
his own grief finally beginning to surface. He hugged and kissed them good-bye and exited 
slowly ... trying not to look back, as he felt grief rising in him like a tidal wave. 
A man in a dark suit appeared in front of David. At his waist hung four white tassels. On the 
back of his head rested a small black skull cap. 
"David Rosenburg?" 
"Yes," replied David. 
"I'm Rabbi Kaplan ... I would like to help..." 
"Yes," said David, and he began to weep. 
Lawrence E. Walls, Jr. 
Hiking Up a Mountain 
where I walk with walking 
barely walking 
the wilderne sl d 
pulled to a 
chirping halt 
I hear nothing but 
the roaring sight of 
blue-blazes marking 
the trail 
at 400 feet I am already 
into dog-pant (This 
climbing business is 
new tome) 
below the faint 
seashell noise of the 
Shanandoah River 
where sinews of water 
wrap together at falls 
canoes squeal over 
like pigs 
already the historical 
buildings of Harper's 
Ferry have shrunken 
to toy-town 
with each labored step I 
take the hushed stones 
louden a thrasher's 
anonymity remains 
off thrown feet what 
animal was it punching 
tracks in the soil 
like an artisan's 
foundry-tool 
patterning 
a leathern belt 
stubborn with angles 
on all sides the rocks 
are not clear what 
they want 
I head for the feather­
litter of heights 
the tugging wishbones of 
of cedar 
where softest light covers 
the longest distance over 
a ghost-painted country 
seen from a deserted 
overlook where I 
will lift my Effanem 
crusher hat 
with its winged white 
creature on the inside 
letting the bird out 
the startled hawk which 
leaps to its life 
from an unmarked 
monument of stone 
to swing a coil spring 
in the sky I will bounce 
bclck up from the recalled 
low wattage of depths 
to stand once again where 
few have stood preening 
the feathers on their 
inherited bird-sides 
Robert Bowie 
Ka thlee Vance 
BOOK REVIEW 
Idols: A Study in American Culture 
Idols For Destruction: Christian Faith and Its Confrontation With American Society. 
Herbert chol berg, (Nashville: Nelson, 1983), 344 pp., Text 15.95, paperback, 8.95. 
Upon reaching the overstuffed bookstore shelve in the latter half of 1983, Idols took a quiet back 
eat to all those pompously overhyped releases in the window displays. This is disquieting, because 
even though everyone realizes that all the puffery and superlative non ense is just part of the book 
publishing game Idols truly deserved high acclaim and fanfare. Nevertheless, the book made its humble 
entrance into a raucous madhouse with hardly a sound. 
Even th-0ugh the book's title would seem to come on too strong, it may just be what is needed 
to catch the eye and ear of the prospective reader. Once you get past the title page, you will find 
it well worth your while to read on. Without doubt you will find that the text is carefully written, 
witty, readable, and supported with an impressive array of footnotes. The author has clearly done 
an awesome amount of research, and the scholarly but accessible writing style adds to the distinction 
achieved by the sweeping content of the book. But don't think for a minute that an intellectual 
discourse on American culture need be dry, and don't make the mistake of thinking this is some 
kind of theological treatise; it isn't. It is a refreshing, discerning commentary approached from an 
enlightened Christian standpoint. The book analyzes the complex, confused scoiety in which we live: 
it deals with the real world, and hits us right where it counts. 
The "idols" to which the title refers are those cultural ruts, hangups, and mind games that warp 
our values and obscure our thinking. In this sense the book deals with the individual American as 
well as the society as a hole, whole, that is. Idols of money. power, statism, scientism, humanism, 
and the like are analyzed in depth and in a quotable way. Scholssberg's stunning power of compres-
ion make his commentary icisive. He rareiy beats around the bush. For example: 
Morality ba ed on individual sentiment mean anarchy and the disintegration of 
society. Humanists cannot have this, and their writings are filled with fervid 
arguments in favor of a powerful central tate. Autonomous man, tr.ey find, needs 
leadership, and strong leader hip is the hallmark of humani t odety. Whether 
embodied in a committee or personalized in a leader, the elite dominates. Thu , 
far from bringing liberation, the anarchy of humani m brings enslavement. The 
better educated he is, the more likely the humani t is to believe that people are 
like machines and need to be programmed, and the more likely he i to believe 
that he should be one of the programmers... the theology that divinizes man, 
it turns out, only divinizes some men. The object of humanitarian concern become 
less than men, so that the humanitariancan exercise the prerogatives of a god. 
The god that failed is man. 
Scholssberg has a way of getting to the heart of a matter, then examining it with a surgeon like 
skill. In another section, on the topic of narcissism in society, he writes 
Psychologies of narcissism fall into the mainstram of the new American society 
instressing the importance of the experiences of life ... Experience is important 
because it is composed of sensations, and sensations are alJ that i5 !~f! ~f ~~~ 
after the reducti<:_mi~~~ 0f !)~!!:! t:h;i;;iei,ism and pantheism destroy his being. For 
both behaviorists and pantheists human life consists of a succession of sensations 
inhering in nothing. Without experienceing sensations, then man loses his 
identity, even his existence. 
. Idol i the kind of book that come along about once every twenty years and it ha more poten­
~~al to _h~ke up ciety and ~Orce it audie~ce to think than any other bo~k in it field. For this 
a on it 1. treated aut1 u ly. the problem 1 , Idol. ha been neglected by reviewer and book tore 
o;ner :"'ho have f~iled t~ ~ealize it imp rtance. o a subtle form of cen or hip has taken place­
Y , I aid cen ?r hip .. Thi I one of many product of hri tian literary scholarship that are huffl­
ed to_ the rear m the mt re t of keeping th hri tian image from gaining intellectual credjt. But 
that 1s another matter. 
If you're sick and tired of wishy-washy faddist like Harvey Cox or Erich Fromm dominating the 
dialogue in the field of religious social commentary, then get Idols, because Schlossberg makes 
mincemeat of them. It's delightful. Let social commentary no longer be dominated by "the septre 
of the deaf, the dumb, and the creepy." Of Cox, the author writes 
He wrote The Secular City in the early 1960' , when the Whiz Kids were in charge 
of the Pentagon and everyone knew that human rea on, co::r.bincd ~·:ith powerful 
computer , could solve every problem that faced us ... This book exalted the 
cool and secular rationality that was emancipated from superstitions of the past, 
while lighting the noumenal. Half a decade later that world was shattered, and 
Cox, who can detect a changing trend faster then almost anybody, wrote The Feast 
of Fools, in which he joined Brown in glorious freedom from the "repression" 
of reason. 
l hi 1s o typical of the kind of thing theologians have been doing. For most of this century, social 
commentary ha been dominated by coxy, quasi-christian liberals who have tried desperately to fit 
Christianity mto ecular modes of perception, thereby compromising both the spiritual and intellec­
tual integrity of biblical faith. But authentic, Bible-ha ed Christianity has made a truimphant 
comeback through the writing of uch giants as Francis Schaeffer and Schlossberg. More will cer­
tainly follow , a humani tic religiou view continue to lose credibility. 
The Ii t of chlos berg' quotable comments could fill a book-in fact, it doe -and the author 
reveals himself to be a philo ophical heavyweight-without the tortuou complexity of le er 
philo ophers. Do your elf a favor. Read it this week. The mind you save may be your own. 
D. Michael Sullivan 
CORRESPONDENCE 
This is a reply to D. Michael Sullivan's review of John Naisbitt's book, Megatrends (Nexus, Fall, 
1983). It is ·not a purpose of this reply to pass judgement on Megatrends, although it is worth noting 
that a Harper's contributor astutely spotted Naisbitt's vagueness, and attributed it to a desire not 
to offend anyone, lest his book seem less appealing to conflicting sensibilities. What does require 
contestation is Sullivan's comparison of Megatrends with Alvin Toftler's The Third Wave. 
According to Sullivan The Third Wave "was a too consciously orchestrated view of history fused 
with a grandiose scenario which resulted in an unsurprisingly, leftist commentary on things in general.'' 
This eloquence is followed by a shamelessly puerile comparison of the two books' performances 
as market commodities. Another interestingly peripheral observation Sullivan makes reveals much 
of his weltanschauung. Sullivan points out that Naisbitt "also says Marx has become obsolete.. .in 
an information economy, knowledge increases value, not labor." It has escaped Sullivan's, if not 
Naisbitt's, attention that knowledge is a result of labor, as is the printing of books. 
Of course, it is much more attractive to market the future as a software package that can be pur­
chased at a shopping mall than to analyse prospects in a scholarly manner, but thinking people know 
that the future is not neatly divided into ten chapters, and that no book can be a complete guide 
to all that is to come. In one paragraph, Sullivan proudly passes on Naisbitt's speculation that within 
the next ten years, some third world countries will undergo economic development that will place 
them in a category with Japan, and in another he lauds Naisbitt's "raw" objectivity, and implies 
that Toffler shows a "conspicous bias." 
Sullivan's own biases are all too conspicuous. He falls just short of red-baiting Toffler, takes time 
out to put in a plug for evangelical Christian publishing houses (equating Christianity with stability) 
and concludes by pointing out how intriguing Megatrends would be to "business oriented individuals." 
Both Megatrends and The Third Wave are useful futurological tools, when critically examined, 
but to embrace the idiosyncracies of one and condemn the mood of the other is to overlook the 
essence of both. The review seems to have been written from the perspective of Willie Loman. If 
so one can only hope for the author's sake that it was done as an exercise in the skills needed to 
participate in whatever superfluous propoganda struggle he engages himself in making. 
Edward Lacy 
Dayton, Ohio 
Marjorie Knutson recently transferred to WSU from Ohio State, where he studied Far Eastern Languages 
and Japanese Literatur . She also write for the Daily Guardian . 
Ruth Ann Duffy was born in northern Wi con in and arned the M.A. in Creativ Writing from the U. of 
Wi on in at Milwaukee. he currently commutes between th avaj Indian re rvation where he teache 
and aturita Canyon, olorado, wh re she rai hor e and v g tab! . 
Yaro lav Olynyk h Ids a B.S . in Anthropology and G graphy from th alif rnia tat Polyt chnic 
Univer ity at P mona. H has inter . t in amateur a tr n my and th era f mountain m n, and is activ in th 
i ty for r ativ Anachr ni m, wherein, as L rd Yar !av the Per i t nt, h w ar plat armor and fight 
with wood n w apon . 
Joseph Queenan is th editor of American Business magazine. His work has previously appeared in such 
magazines as The North American Review, Sport, Gem, and Players. 
Steven Parish, an engineering student here at WSU, grew up in Iowa and served three years in the infantry 
in Berlin, most of that time as a Spandau Prison guard. His interests include karate and German philosophy, 
particularly Jung's concept of masculine vs . feminine impulses. 
Amy Goldman Koss makes her home in Los Angeles. 
Richard Kostelanetz is a noted writer, editor, critic, and anthologist of twentieth century avant-garde arts 
and letters. Of over two dozen books to his credit, some of the most recent include The Avant-Garde Tmdition in 
Literature (Prometheus, 1982), Articulations and Fictions (both: Kulchur Foundation, 1981), and The Old Poetries 
and the New (University of Michigan Press, 1981). 
Bill Thien lives and writes in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
Michael McCarty, Rick Roush, Todd Fry, and Larry Walls are students at Wright State University. 
Gary Duehr is enrolled in the Writers' Workshop at the University of Iowa, "awaiting parole this May." 
Karen Schaefer is a graduate student in the English Department at Wright State. 
Rhonda C. Poynter lives in Rochester, Minnesota . She has recently had poems in Mendocino Revil!".,v, 
Minotaur, Piedmont Literary Review and three 1983 anthologies among other credits. 
Mary McCoy lives in Cincinnati. "Bev and Babs" is one of thirty stories from her book, Freebirds, which she 
writes, "reflects my experiences as a student, teacher, and rock-n-roll r." 
Charles Irvine, Robert Landry, and P.T. Tuner are all students at WSU. 
Robert Bowie lives in College Park, Maryland and earns his living as an illustrator for Johns Hopkins 
University. He attended the University of Maryland and has published poems in such publications as Harper's, 
Rolling Stone, Arizona Quarterly, Abraxas, and others. 
Jerry Williams is a student in the International Studies program at the University of Dayton, concentrating 
on Russian language and literature. 
Gary Eberle has studied in Toledo and at the Cranbook Writers' Conference. He teaches writing and 
literature at Aquinas College, and this summer will be playing for two weeks in France with The Ad Hoc 
String Band. 
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